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ABSTRACT 

Research on plasma heating in linear and toroidal systems using 

current-driven turbulence is reviewed. The motivation for this research 

is presented. Relations between parameters describing the turbulent 

plasma state and macroscopic observables are given. Several linear and 

toroidal devices used in current-driven turbulence studies are described, 

followed by a discussion of special diagnostic methods used. Experimen

tal results on the measurement of electron and ion heating, anomalous 

plasma conductivity and associated turbulent fluctuation spectra are 

reviewed. Theories on current-driven turbulence are discussed and com

pared with experiments. It is demonstrated from the experimental results 

that current-driven turbulence occurs not only for extreme values of the 

electric field, bat also for an experimentally much more accessible and 

wide range of parameters. This forms a basis for a discussion on possi

ble future applications in fusion-oriented plasma research. 
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C H A P T E R 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Plasma physicists have always considered the necessity to put 

considerable effort in the exploration of additional plasma heating 

methods besides the already existing - and more obvious - techniques. 

Obvious heating methods were heating by classical ohmic dissipation of 

currents in plasmas and heating by (adiabatic) plasma compression. 

Various additional heating methods, such as transit-time-magnetic-pump

ing, radiofrequency heating, and energetic particle injection have been 

the subject of much study . Many of these methods have survived and 

have shown promise as heating sources in addition to the "normal" ohmic 

dissipation to supply the amount of energy needed for reaching ignition 

of a fusion plasma. Interesting results for injection and r.f.-heating 
2 3) 

have been recently reported ' 

Already in 1963 Russian teams reported spectacular heating re

sults using a new simple technique, colloquially called turbulent heat

ing of plasmas. Babikin, ZavoTsk.iT and others announced heating of hy

drogen and helium plasmas at densities suitable for fusion 

(1019 - 10 2 1 m~3} to temperatures of several hundreds of electron-volts 

4 5) 

in linear systems ' . Turbulent heating in toroidal devices was report

ed somewhat later ' . The experimental ingredients to achieve these 

results looked extremely simple. Two types of turbulent heating, funda

mentally strongly related, could be distinguished: 

1) heating by pushing up the current densities as high as possible in 

times short compared to ambient energy decay times with the direction 

of the current essentially parallel to confining magnetic fields, 

while perturbing the plasma confinement as little as possible, 

2) heating of the plasma by inducing strong currents more or less 

oblique to the confining magnetic field lines (shock wave heating). 

Both methods are known as turbulent heating methods, and are 

characterized by a very effective energy coupling of the system and 

the external energy source, due to an apparent increase of the plasma 

resistance up to a level comparable with the impedance of the source. 

The explanation of this resistance anomaly is sought in the 

growth and damping of streaming instabilities, having high amplitudes 

in wide regions of frequency and wavelength: very nonlinear turbulent 

phenomena. Between 1940 and 1960 the subject of the interaction of 
8) 

weak beams with plasmas was highly developed . However, with current-
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driven plasma turbulence (C.D.T.) a fundamentally different situation 

exis*:s. Rather than having an injected - initially mono-energetic -

beam interact with a dilute plasma, resulting in oscillations having 

phase velocities near the beam velocity (i.e. very much larger than 

thermal or magnetosonic velocities), in C.D.T. it is the response of 

virtually all plasma particles to a large applied electric field which 

is of importance. Buneman, among others, specifically posed this par-
9) ticular question in 1959 : "What happens when a non-magnetized plasma 

having a Maxwellian distribution for the velocities of both electrons 

and ions is suddenly exposed to a "strong" and constant electric field 

put on the plasma from an external source?" 

However simple it looks under restricting conditions, only approx

imate an: ers have been obtained in the course of time by analytical 

methods . Apart from analytical approaches, however, the problem 

has benefited tremendously from the use of computational schemes ' 

These studies have also contributed to the general development of the 

theory of nonlinear processes in plasmas. On the other hand, from many 

other lines.of plasma research, such as the heating of plasmas by 

lasers and relativistic electron beams, questions of fundamental nature 

as posed above, appeared time and again. 

This review is restricted to experimental and theoretical inves

tigations examining the response of plasmas in time and space to the 

application of strong electric fields increasing at various time rates. 

Though, as stated before, remarkable progress is made, this fundamental 

question is theoretically only partially solved. Experimental results 

are often obscured by the large variations of the plasma parameters as 

a function of time due to the energy dissipation with, as a consequence, 

a change in the fundamental character of the turbulence. Furthermore, 

magnetic fields are nearly always used for plasma confinement, which 

for obvious reasons complicates the phenomena studied. Also, the finite 

plasma size influences the turbulent state due to losses of density and 

energy of the plasma. 

In the next chapters results for a quasi-stationary state of 

turbulence will be presented. That is, the experimental time-scale 

will contain many typical turbulent sequences: linear growth followed 

by a nonlinear stage, a saturation stage and a dying out until a new 

sequence starts through the action of the electric field. 

In Chapter 2 some fundamental relations between macroscopic 

observables and microscopic parameters of plasma turbulence will 

be given. In Chapter 3, existing turbulent heating experiments and 

experimental methods for the measurement of these parameters are dis

cussed in some detail. In Chapter 4, results and experimental data 
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obtained from experiments on current-driven turbulence will be given, 

taken from linear as well as from toroidal devices. This will include 

results on the measurement of anomalous plasma conductivity (a ), the 

plasma turbulent spectrum e(k), electron and ion temperatures, energy 

densities and distribution functions of heated species. In Chapter 5 

theoretical and computational results of C.D.T. are discussed. Some 

models for growth and quenching of microinstabilities in quasi-steady 

turbulent states are presented to account for the various experimental 

results reviewed in Chapter 4. 

In conclusion, expectations and possible difficulties in using 

C.D.T. for additional heating of large tokamaks or stellarator-type 

devices to fusion temperatures are considered in Chapter 6. 
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C H A P T E R 2 

BASIC PARAMETERS AND RELATIONS USED IN CURRENT-DRIVEN TURBULENCE 

Let us consider the initiation of current-driven turbulence 

(C.D.T.) by an electric field E at t > 0. A parameter relevant for 

the initiation of turbulence will clearly be the ratio of £ to the 

so-called runaway field strength tor Dreicer field strength) E 
IT cl 

(Eq. (2.6)), which is that field strength which could roughly double 

the thermal electron velocity within one electron-ion collision time, 

1/v . (Ref. 17). A second independent ratio which may characterize 
the expected "degree of collectiveness" often used is: g = e E 0/

m
e
u
D e

v<r e' 
which corresponds to the inverse of the number of u periods needed 

pe 

to reach the electron thermal velocity. The ratio T /T. is needed for 

completion of the characterization. Then asymptotically, a ratio 

v = vA/c„ results in time as a response to the applied field (v, is 

the electron drift velocity: v. = ƒ f v dJv; c = (KT /m.) ) . 
a e s e ï 

Moreover, for a further classification of the degree of turbu

lence, the ratio £, = cf/nKT is often used, e- is a space-averaged 

turbulent power density, i.e. the integral over all collective modes 

which constitute tiie turbulent state: ef = ƒ d
3 jce (it) . z (Jc) is the 

wave spectral density for wave vector k. The parameter £ for the turbu

lence to be discussed, will usually vary from 10"4 to 10~2. The fluctu

ation densities are generally 103 - 105 times the noise level of a 

quiescent plasma. 

Besides the usual plasma parameters, such as n , T and the 

plasma distribution functions, the wave spectral density of turbulence 

and anomalous conductivity are the most important parameters to be de

termined in a C.D.T.-experiment for the deduction of the relevant tur

bulent processes. With these (possibly space- and time-resolved) param

eters, a basis for comparison with analytical, theoretical or computa

tional results is possible. 

Microscopic entities characterizing the electrostatic turbulence 

can often be derived from macroscopic observations, obtained by rather 

simple measurements. A number of these relations connecting the macro

scopic and microscopic quantities are given here*. For their detailed 

*M.K.S.-unities will be used as a rule. Exceptions will be indicated. 
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derivation the reader is referred to Chapter 5, or to books on the 

theory of plasma turbulence, e.g. Refs. 10 - 13, and standard text

books in plasma physics. 

The most obvious measurement in a turbulent plasma is the resis

tance which, due to its anomalously high value, is usually called the 

anomalous resistance, R__* Its experimental determination, though ele-
on 

mentary, is by no means easy. One has to take into account the effects 

of changing inductances. The anomalous resistance at time t is given by 

Ran (t) = (v(t) - ̂ (L(t)I(t)}| I I(t) . (2.1) 

where V(t) is the externally applied voltage across a representative 

sample of the plasma in a chosen direction. The external voltage is 

imposed on the plasma between electrodes or inductively. In the latter 

case, V(t) * - $(t), where $ = I i*d£ is the magnetic flux enclosed hy 
the plasma column. L(t) is the time-dependent self-inductance of the 

plasma column. 

This review will compare results usually on the basis of the 

plasma conductivity, o , or on the plasma resistivity, n , related 
an an 

by 

°an S ^ a n = */<SRan> ' (2'2) 

where £ and S are the sample length and cross-section respectively, 

for which R is defined, an 
In a quasi-stationary system for which inertial effects may be 

neglected, one can define an effective collision frequency for momentum 

transfer by 

V -= ITT- = ( T 2 - ^ • <2.3) 

We identify v with a wave-particle interaction due to an entire spec

trum of turbulent modes: v * ƒ d3k v (k) (see Chapter 5, Eq. (5.11)), 

Because the elementary time-scale for electrostatic turbulence will 

naturally be T » ^oe*-1 ' w e d e f i n e a dimensionless quantity 

v* = v /in = T v • U /o )w . (2.3') 
c c' pe pe c ' o' an' pe »*•->/ 

vc can also be deduced from experimental observations of the 

heating rates of electrons and ions and the electron drift velocity. 

During a quasi-stationary turbulent state: 
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vc = (*e + V/'Wd' ' v2*4) 

where v. = j/ne, with j the current density, and K and K. are the 

electron and ion kinetic energies respectively. This is a direct 

consequence of conservation of energy. It is true when the rate of 

change of the turbulent energy, ef, can be neglected compared to 

(K + K.) {see Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10)). 
e l 

\> is intimately connected with the energy density of the turbu

lent fluctuations, e, . The relations between v and e, are not trivial 

but depend on the specific turbulent plasma state and on the theoretical 

description used (see Chapter 5). An approximate relation between v 

and e- , often used and valid when T » T. and E_ >> E „ , is: 

vc = a nKT V ' (2*5) 

with a = \-^—\ . Here Y „ and yT are the quasi-linear and I vd J I ̂ L ' QL L 
18) linear increments of the turbulent instabilities respectively 

a varies between 0.3 and 0.7 . ef can be experimentally determined 

from spectroscopic measurements, plasma emission and probe techniques, 

as will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

The runaway field strength, E , is given by: 
IT a 

E =
 e e i Te * 0.55xl0~17 n XnA/T (V/m) (2.6) 

ra e e e 

with T in eV; n in m~3 . e e 

3A 
acl ~ 10"* T e /

tnA {Moh) w h e n roi >> rae * (2,7) 

One should note the extremely low value of the runaway field strength 

for hot plasmas; for example, for hydrogen with n * 1020 m~3, and 

T * 5000 eV, E M -1.9 V/mï When T > T, ion-acoustic instabilities e ra e i 
in the plasma can already grow when the electron distribution is 

shifted such that a drift velocity v. results, for which c = 
k k s 

(KTe/mjL)'< v^ < v T e {vT = (2KTe/m ) }. Then, anomalies already in a 

are observed. This can be effected at much lower field strengths than 

E , The above condition implies that the critical field for this in

stability S^„ • (m /m,)'E , A useful relation, following from the 
3C © X 173. 

definitions is: 
( V E r a , * ( 0 « / f f c l ) * K 7 3 V v T e ' <2'8> 
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where o , ̂  101* T'2 /UnA is the classical conductivity or, alternative

ly. 

lVEra»x(oai/°cl» m x-12 ( V " i , % l V c s > * { 2 * 8 , ) 

It will be shown in Chapter 4, that under widely varying C.D.T.-condi

tions, v./c varies only weakly, which results in the relation: 

(Eo/Era)x(aan/ocl) * constant . (2.9) 
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C H A P T E R 3 

EXPERIMENTAL WORK IN CURRENT-DRIVEN TURBULENCE 

1. The creation of turbulent plasmas by strong currents in 

linear and toroidal devices 

An example of a linear device, characteristic for C.D.T. heating 

studies, is shown in Fig. 1 (Ref. 19). 

/ N; 
10O 

nonlinear 
resistor 

Bz (kG) 
ho, 

20 
10 
0 

^ \ 

2.2 uF 2.2 UF 
—»•—1> i t> >«-

100 
2 (cm) 

ti-washer 
gun 

to pump diomog Rogowski microwave 
loop coil interferometer 

(X: 4 m m ) 

Fig . 1. The l i n e a r "MACH-II"-device for c u r r e n t - d r i v e n tu rbu lence used 
by t h e Nagoya-group (Ref- 19, Nakagawa e t a l . ) . The plasma i s 
produced here by a t i t a n i u m washergun. 

To contain the plasma for some time, a simple mirror field is 

generally used in linear devices. One of the f irst was the so-called 

"probkotron" device by Babikin et a l . in 1962 (Ref. 4). Many linear 

machines have followed since then. The plasmas have been made by a 

variety of methods. For example, hydrogen plasmas of densities 

10I7 - 10 1 9 m~3 were produced by firing one or two hydrogen-loaded 
19) titanium washerguns through the mirror(s) ' . Instead of washerguns, 

conical pinch guns (theta-pinch guns) have been used which can inject 

plasmas along magnetic guide fields into the heating area. The advan

tage of a conical gun above the washergun is that a variety of gases 

may be used with larger plasma volumes at much larger diameters (e.g. 

0.1 m). After some preionization, plasmas with densities 1018 -1020 m"3 

may also be created by discharging a slow capacitor bank between elec

trodes outside the mirrors, or in hollow or gridded electrodes outside 
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one of the mirrors ' . Another method uses a hollow-cathode discharge 
21) 

across the magnetic bottle . For this method, the i'itial conditions 

are relatively well-defined, i.e. the plasma density way easily be 

varied by the gas flow and the arc current in a wide range 

(1019 - 2*102° m ~ 3 ) . The initial electron and ion temperature are usu

ally accurately known. The impurity level may be kept very low. A dis

advantage is the limitation of the plasma diameter to the size of the 

cathode (typically up to 0.02 m). Plasma turbulence can also be studied 
22) 

in Q-machines, as has been demonstrated in the Theseus device 

Plasmas are very homogeneous and clean under these circumstances and 

plasma parameters can be accurately determined. Of course, for all 

linear devices, the effect of end losses must be considered. 

C.D.T. excited parallel to the magnetic field can be obtained in 

linear devices by discharging one or two low-inductance capacitor banks 

connected to electrodes across the plasma, using low-inductance spark 

gaps. The series inductance of the circuit may be minimized by keeping 

the return current path close to the containment vessel. However, as a 

result of unavoidable geometrical factors, the series inductance for a 

medium-sized machine cannot be reduced much below 0.5*10~6 H. With the 

requirement to deliver enough current to surpass certain thresholds to 

trigger turbulence (1-10 kA in most laboratory devices) this leads to 

capacitor banks of typically 10 - 0.1 pF at voltages between approxi

mately 10 kV - 200 kV respectively. Consequently, the frequencies of 

most circuits are somewhere near 100 - 300 kHz. Russian experiments, in 

which very fast capacitors were used to obtain turbulently damped os-
6 23) 

dilations, were an exception ' . 

When the plasma is no longer turbulent, the circuit is usually 

critically damped by a small external resistor. During turbulence the 

circuit often behaves more like an RC-system. This is especially so when 

current skins are absent and the current is fully penetrated. In some 

cases the turbulent state can be terminated at pre-set times by crow-

barring the capacitor banks. This has been used advantageously to study 

the time evolution of the heating of ions or electrons. Examples of 

voltage and current traces characteristic for C.D.T. in linear experi

ments are given in Fig. 2. 

Several toroidal geometries have been used to generate C.D.T. 

An example of a toroidal device used in the past is the small stellar-

ator "TWIST", shown in Fig. 3 (Ref. 24). It was essentially an «.=2 

stellarator which could be turbulently heated by simultaneously dis

charging a series of 4 capacitors across conductive straps closely 

wound on the quartz torus. The discharges could be damped by external 

resistors. 
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Fig. 2. Anomalous resistivity, low frequency fluctuations and the electron tempera
ture as a function of time obtained in the "MACH-II" experiment (Fig. 1) 
(Ref. 19, Nakagawa et al.). The high resistance and high electron tempera
tures are generally found in C.D.T. with high voltages. 
The rise time of the resistance and the electron temperature is relatively 
clow in the given example (cf Fig. 13). 
A: The discharge current. B: The resistance of the heated plasma column with 
correction for the circuit inductance. C: Floating potential difference be
tween two probes set 2 mm apart along the axis of the machine. D: The elec
tron temperature at later times from X-ray measurements. Es The electron 
temperature on the axis up to 70 eV from ruby laser scattering (8-channel 
system). 
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X-ray 
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neutral 
particle 
detector 

fused silica torus 

electric 
double 
probe 

/ ^primary circuit 
^ k conductors (16) 

plasma injectors (2) 

E j loop 

Fig . 3. The schematic c i r c u i t arrangement of the toro ida l experiment "TWIST" (Ref. 24, 
Kaïnberger e t a l ) . 
The subdivis ion of the torus in segments i s typica l as a so lu t ion for high 
voltage C.D.T.-experiments. 

"TOR-4M" is another toroidal plasma device having a stationary 

toroidal magnetic field, and bias heating (after r.f,-pre-heat) by 

means of a transformer with an iron core ' . The turbulent heating in 

this tokamak-like device is brought about by the inductive generation 

of a series of current pulses superimposed on the stationary discharge 

current. "VIKHR-2M" uses a corrugated magnetic field, being cusp-like 

near the periphery and continuously toroidal near the axis . The cusp 

fields serve as a diaphragm separating the current from the discharge 

chamber wall. After pre-heat by r.f.-power the main heating is accom

plished by discharging a fast capacitor bank through primary windings, 

consisting of 16 halfturns surrounding the quartz vacuum chamber. The 
25) discharge current may be crowbarred. "TORSO" is a toroidal 

"torsatron" configuration of three windings, located inside a large 

vacuum tank to avoid plasma-wall interaction as much as possible, 

Separate loops serve to apply a short heating pulse to the plasma. 

Their location was chosen such as to minimize the perturbation of the 

plasma position in the helical loops. 

"TORTUR „26) "T.T.T." (Texas Turbulent Tokamak27*) and "FT ,»28) 

represent examples of turbulently heated tokamaks. The quartz vessels 
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are surrounded by thick copper shel l s for short-term plasma equilibrium. 
They have been cut into a number of segments (4, 8 and 2 in Refs. 26, 
27 and 28 respec t ive ly) . The segments are connected by transmission 
l ine systems to capacitor banks or current generators for pre-heating, 
turbulent heating, and confinement. The schematic c i r c u i t r y of "TORTUR", 
which i s rather typical for a l l tokamak-like turbulent heating experi
ments, i s shown in Fig. 4. 

r copQcitor bank 

r metal to metal switch 

- pre-discharge 
cables and damping 

•" circuit 

r elco bank 

2.9mfl l I 134iiO. 
125nH / I 7.8 nH 5.2nH I 10nH / 

torus 

1/16 La,» 
18nH 

Fig. 4 . The e l e c t r i c a l system of the toroidal experiment "TORTUR" (Ref. 26,Kalfsbeek 
e t a l . ) . The toroidal shel l i s subdivided into four segments of 90°, each 
shell is connected to the predischarge bank, the heating capacitor bank 
(100 uF, 50 kV), an elco bank (1 F, 500 V) for plasma confinement and a metal-
to-metal switch for shor t -c i rcu i t ing of the heating bank. 
Heating period (^f_1) 4 ps. Plasma confinement up to 0.5 millisecond i s 
possible . 

To produce high loop voltages and also to prevent too large 
voltage drops a t the breaks in the conductors or conducting she l l s , 
the circumference of the conducting shel l is divided in to a number of 
insulated segments. However, a pa r t i t i on into too many shield segments 
does not work out well in p rac t i ce . This i s because the r a t i o of the 
para l l e l inductance of the shield segments together with the coaxial 
and plasma inductance to the se r ies inductance (spark gap, bank induc
tance and transmission l i ne system) becomes unfavourably low when the 
number of breaks becomes too large (see Fig. 4 ) . A deta i led discussion 
of th i s problem i s given in Ref. 29. The coupling to the plasma 
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consists of the two parallel branches (see Fig. 4). One is the shield 

inductance, which per metre amounts to: 

Lsh * yo/2:: U n { 8 A> ~ 2}' 

where A = R/a is the aspect ratro. The second branch consists of the 

coaxial inductance 

Lco = <M0/2TT)£n(a/rp) 

in series with the plasma inductance and the anomalous plasma resis

tance. When a thin skin of width 6 develops during the turbulence with 

r /6 £ 5, the real and imaginary parts of the skin impedance are equal 

and UJL . * R . = (2nr oj)" 1. When high field strengths with fast rise 

times are used, the torus should be segmented such as to have a fair 

matching with the fast capacitor bank and to avoid extreme gap voltages. 

In practice, this means breaks in the liner at intervals of about one 

metre with the gap fields between 2 and 5 kv/cm. To terminate this 

brief discussion on C.D.T. heating schemes it may be noted that in 

several toroidal containment devices not specially designed for that 

purpose, turbulent plasma states have been observed and measured ' 

In this connection it is of interest to note, as will be dis

cussed in Chapters 4 and 6, that in turbulent heating schemes the high 

electric field strength and related short time-scales used in most 

current C.D.T.-experiments may prove not to be necessary. In this case, 

extra toroidal windings for C.D.T. could be installed, if necessary, 

and voltage requirements will not be so extreme. 

Finally, for fundamental research on turbulent plasma processes, 
32) the Surmac concept may prove to be very valuable because of the 

ability to produce large volume plasmas having very low intrinsic noise 

levels. 

B. Plasma diagnostics for C.D.T.-experiments 

Methods for the determination of plasma variables during or 

following the turbulent state will now be discussed. Line densities of 

turbulent plasmas are usually measured by microwave interferometric 

techniques or by time-monitoring the cut-off transmission of various 

frequency bands. In more recent measurements plasma densities have been 

determined by Thomson scattering with ruby lasers. 

Line-averaged energy densities may be measured by various meth

ods which can be checked on mutual consistency. For example, the total 

dissipation W(t) during the period of plasma turbulence 
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T 

W(T) = f I2(t)R „(t)dt (3.1) 
J an 

O 

may be compared with data on W(T) obtained from the compensated dia-

magnetic loops after correction for the paramagnetic current term and 

other effects. Of course, due attention has to be given to the spatial 

tlepei-Jence of I2Han« The time during which turbulence is present should 

preferably be monitored by an independent diagnostic method. Any method 

for the detection of the turbulent power spectrum may be used to this 

end. Such a test is necessary because changes in the distribution of 

the current density manifest themselves as dL/dt, as a real part of the 

plasma impedance, macroscopically undistinguishable from the anomalous 

resistance (see Eq. (2.1)). In order to determine end losses in linear 

systems, fast bolometers have been used . With this method the elec

tron and ion pressures may be determined as a function of the electric 

field, the magnetic field, the density and the ion mass. When the tur

bulent heating can be terminated at a pre-set time by discharging the 

heating bank over parallel branches, the time dependence of plasma 
34) parameters can be determined 

The determination of the detailed distribution functions of ion 
and electron velocities, f. (v.) and iAvJi, are of extreme importance 

. 1 1 6 6 

to supplement the macroscopic pressure measurements. An insight in 

details of the distributions may yield valuable information on the 

mechanism of plasma turbulence. Especially by the development of energy-

analyzing devices with a manifold of channels, the time evolution of 

the energy distribution can be followed in considerable detail. Not too 

much attention has been paid to spatial resolution as yet. In nearly 

all experiments the ion energies have been determined from the energy 

analysis of charge-exchange neutrals in the normal manner ' . 

An example of the time evolution of the ion-energy distribution 

measured with a multichannel ion-analyzer in the linear experiment 

"BSGII" is shown in Fig. 24 (see Chapter 4). For the measurements of 

the ion-energy distribution the method of critical angle scattering of 
36) 

a test beam by Afrosimov should also be mentioned . The methods de
scribed here are not very specific for plasma turbulence experiments but 
were used rather early in turbulent heating experiments to confirm 
claims on ion heating. 

Apart from detailed measurements about the velocity distribution, 

a quantitative determination of the integrated flux is of major impor

tance in order to determine what fraction of the ions has actually been 

heated. A few methods used will be discussed briefly. In the linear 
34) device "TURHE" ' the heated ions are charge-exchanged in a few 
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microseconds, due to the fast penetration of surrounding gas into the 

plasma. A flux of neutrals and ions emerging from the plasma was col

lected on a small molybdenum collector plate, inclined at 45 with the 

direction of the incoming beam, at a distance of 2 to 3 metres. The 

plate was biased at a negative voltage and emits secondary electrons 

collected at a surrounding electrode. The secondary emission of the 

plate was calibrated as a function of ion energy with beams of the same 

species. With the additional information on the shape of the ion dis

tribution function, and knowing the geometry of the system and the time 

of flight of the particles, the number densities of ions can be in

ferred from the detector current. Once this method is proven to be 

correct (a possible contribution of secondary emission by radiation 

should be checked) it can be used as a simple and rapid monitor fcr the 

overall measurement of ion heating. The detector gain varies roughly 

with the square root of the ion energy (G ̂  /c) and can be used above 

100 eV for H . As a supplement to and in combination with measurements 

with this simple device for measuring absolute fluxes, a silicon 

n-p-type surface-barrier detector may be used ' . This detector has 

the disadvantage of a high-energy threshold of approximately 3 keV, but 

it has a strong gain-energy dependence (G ̂  e3) and fixes the fluxes 

in the high-energy ion tails (e > 3 keV) rather accurately. 

Ion energies have also been determined in several experiments 
19 37) from the Doppler broadening of spectral lines ' . However, one has 

to be careful with this method because it is often uncertain whether or 

not the emitting atoms or ions are representative of the local ion 

energy distribution. 

The direct measurement of the electron temperature and electron 

energy distribution has turned out to be rather difficult in many tur

bulent experiments. For the measurement of T , a complicating factor 

in turbulent heating experiments is that the electron temperatures in

crease up to hundreds of eV or even up to several tens of keV in 

very short times (0.1 MSI), usually in badly confined plasmas. Besides 

that, the electron velocity distribution is usually non-Maxwellian with 

a high-energy component during the turbulent state. Temperatures have 

been measured in the afterglow by analyzing Bremsstrahlung emitted from 

a small solid state (carbon) target immersed in the plasma. X-rays may 

be monitored in transmission through various attenuating foils or foil 
38) 

combinations . It is often appropriate to fit the data of the various 

foil combinations, to the assumption of a two-Maxwellian velocity dis

tribution. An example of results obtained using this method is given 

in Fig. 29 (see Chapter 4). 

At densities above 1020 m"3 and at temperatures above 1 keV a 

target is not always needed because Bremsstrahlung can be observed 
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directly from the plasma. The foil method may be applied for very short 

times of observation which is an advantage in a plasma with rapidly 

changing parameters. 

Alternatively, lithium- or germanium-doped silicon detectors 

have been used in a very fast counting mode for pulse height analysis 

(Refs. 21,39). Though count rates of 106 sec-1 can occur, observation 

times of at least 50-100 us are necessary for reliable statistics. This 

makes the analysis of the electron-energy distribution doubtful because 

the electron distribution changes during the observation time. 

In some experiments at lower densities specialized orbit probe 

techniques have been used for the determination of electron tempera-
40) 

tures . The well-known method for measuring T using Thomson scat
tering may also be used for turbulent plasmas (see Fig. 26, Chapter 4). 
However, the turbulent noise level of the plasma and the simultaneous 
presence of impurity lines near the laser line, may give strong anoma-

41) lous dispersion effects near the various lines 

For the determination of the conductivity, time-resolved Mea

surements of the electric field strength and the current density are 

necessary (see Bq. (2.1)). In several experiments the radial current 

distribution has been determined by small magnetic probes from H (r) 

and H (r) (Refs. 42-45). Electrostatic gridded probes were used 

for this purpose ' . Time- and space-resolved plasma conductivities 
20) have also been determined with the aid of a r.f.-conductivity probe 

The electric field strength may be deduced from a measurement of the 

voltage drop across the plasma, which must be corrected for inductive 

effects (Eq. (2.3)) . 

An example of the deduction of time-resolved resistances for 

various noble gases is given in Ref. 48. In this experiment the current 

and voltage signals were displayed on an oscilloscope screen, which is 

scanned by a TV camera. In this way, very high time resolution could be 

obtained, using a sampling technique to digitalize the data stored on 

the TV image. 

In Fig. 13 a,b (see Chapter 4) resistances computed using this 

method are shown for turbulent discharges in several gases. The micro

wave emission near f„» picked up with a horn, shows close correlation 

with the time dependence of the resistance, as will be discussed later. 

The determination of wave spectra E~ (u>,k) is extremely important 

for the understanding of the turbulent state. Various experimental 

methods will be discussed here before the presentation of results in 

Chapter 4. The necessity of studying wave spectra for turbulent plas

mas has led to the development of new techniques, which are used on 
other plasmas as well. The following methods are presented here, 

with special reference to their application in C.D.T. 
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a) Measurements of the dynamic form factor S(u>,k) by incoherent scat

tering of light (electromagnetic waves). 

b) Measurement of the turbulent spectrum of the plasma from the scat

tering of electromagnetic waves with frequencies comparable to the 

plasma frequency. 

c) The determination of turbulent spectral density and dispersion 

functions from turbulent spectra derived from potential fluctuation 

with single probes and from the cross-power density spectrum from 

double probes. 

d) Qualitative studies of turbulent spectra from the electromagnetic 

spectrum emitted by. the plasma. 

e) Deduction of the turbulent wave spectra from optical line shapes. 

This involves the study of spontaneous emission of forbidden lines 

and satellite lines from impurity neutrals and ions. 

f) Measurements of space- and time-resolved turbulent wave fields using 

laser-induced stimulated Raman and Brillouin scattering. 

A short discussion of a - f is given below: 

a) Incoherent light-scattering measurements have been carried out 

in imploding shocks where saturated ion-sound instabilities have been 
49) -* 

observed . S(u,k) is the dynamic form factor, proportional to 

ef (u,k) *S(iu,k) is defined as <:<5n
2 (w,k) >/n, the fourier transform 

of plasma density fluctuations averaged over a large number of parti

cles. In incoherent scattering experiments the frequency of the inci

dent wave is much larger than the relevant turbulent frequencies, or 

-+ -* -»• 
t*j * u_ - u. with u * w, >> u and k - k - k, , 

s i s i s i 

where u>,k are the frequency and wave number of the plasma fluctuation, 

and the subscripts s and i refer to scattered and incident waves. 

Because |jc I * |k. |, |k*| = 2|it |sin*i9_. Small angle scattering makes 
5 1 S S 

|k*| small and collective-turbulent phenomena with |ic| < jit | can be 

studied. The same can be effected by using scattering sources at long 

wavelengths. In the quiescent case for incoherent scattering the fol

lowing expression is valid: 

ƒ <<5n2 (<o,k) >doidk * n . 

However, for the turbulent plasmas S{w,Je) can be much larger. In shock 
49) 

wave plasmas an enhancement by a factor of 10? has been found '. In 

beam plasma systems factors up to 10 1 0 were reported . Measurements 

with incoherent scattering of EM-waves in C.D.T. have also been carried 

out in the "TWIST" experiment51*. In "TWIST" the plasma was irradiated 

by 2.4 and 8 mm waves. S(w,k*) was determined by simultaneously 
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detecting the scattered signals - focussed by lenses - on antennae 

placed at different angles vtith respect to the direction of the current. 

Heterodyne detection and multichannel frequency filter arrays were used 

to obtain S(u,k) at several frequencies. In this way, fr«*quency and 

angular dependence may be studied in C.D.T.-plasmas. Frequency regions 

clearly associated with nonline-r ion-acoustic and Buneman instabili

ties could be detected at signal levels far above the thermal level. A 

formula for the scattered power in the non-resonant case is derived in 

Ref. 52 (formula 83) . 

Weakly turbulent ion-acoustic waves have been measured by in-
53) coherent scattering of microwaves in a linear mercury discharge . The 

intensity of the ion-acoustic waves in k-space, S(k) as well as the 

spatial correlation, was determined. 

b) When the frequency of the incident source approaches the plasma 

frequency, the formula for the scattered power can, in principle, give 

information on the fluctuation level of the turbulent electric fields 

(Refs. 52, 54). 

When the incident frequencies . re close to the plasma frequen

cies, apart from the mixing of the incoming transverse wave, k\, with 

electrostatic waves k, wave decay can occur when the incident wave has 

sufficient power. In fact, parametric decay experiments are examples 

where mixing and decay occur together. 

Coherent scattering methods are beit.g prepared also for turbu

lent heating experiments by developing adequate laser light sources 

such as HCN-lasers and CH-F-filled cavities pumped by powerful 

C02-lasers. 

c) Power spectra of turbulent fluctuations have also been measured 

with single or double electrostatic probes immersed in the plasma. A 

drawback of this method is the perturbation of the plasma by the pre

sence of the probe. However, in not too dense short-lived plasmas with 

weak turbulence, probes survive and give important information, es

pecially about the lower frequency turbulent domains, i.e. in the re

gions near f ,, f ., anci 2f .. Because of the parasitic capacitive 

coupling to the plasma the highest measurable frequencies are limited 

to approximately 1-2 GHz. 

Measurements in "TWIST" have been reported, where calibrated 

high impedance floating double probes were used (spacing £ 1 mm) up to 

2 GHz (Refs. 24,55). In this experiment, f , * 100 - 700 MHz and 

10"3 < A < 10*2 cm. The method was to reco-d the potential 
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differences V(t) between the probe electrodes directly on a high-fre

quency oscilloscope. The power spectra proportional to <V2 (<»>) > were ob

tained by numerically computing the fourier transform of the auto

correlation function of the signal in various time segments, assuming a 

stationary spectrum. Results are shown in Figs. 30 and 31 of Chapter 4. 

Measurements with double probes for the determination of the 

spectrum near f • were also performed in the torus "VIKHR-2" (Ref. 56). 

The evaluation of the power spectrum near 2f . in the toroidal 

device "T0R-4M" is also reported in Ref. 56. Here, double Langsmir 

probes were used followed by a wave guide interference analyzer. In 

"NPR-2", high-frequency magnetic probes could detect whistlers in a 

helium plasma near 2f ., presumably the result of the nonlinear inter

action of two ion-sound oscillations near f .. 

The complete turbulent power spectrum ef(w,k) near the ion plas

ma frequency has been determined as a function of time with double 

probe techniques using cross-power density measurements in a linear gas 

discharge in Hg 5 7' 5 8 , 5 9 ). 

Though the method has been applied up to frequencies of 30 MHz, 

the upper limit of the frequency range can in principle be extended into 

the gigahertz range. Alexeff et al. reported the deduction of power 

spectra in the gigahertz region from the cross-correlation of probe 

signals. With the cross-power analyzing method first both probe signals 

are downshifted into the IF-range by mixing with a local oscillator. 

Next, multiplication of signals in-phase as well as (IT/2)-phase shifted 

are performed, followed by averaging. From the in-phase and out-of-

phase signals obtained as functions of the probe separation, the real 

and the imaginary part of ef(w,k) are obtained from spatial fourier 

analysis. An advantage of the cross-power method is that only spatial 

fourier analysis is needed. It will be difficult to improve on measur

ing times of several microseconds with these methods for frequency 

ranges around 109 sec"1, due to the large band-widths of the IF-ampli-

fiers needed. An example of the measurement of c,(u,)c} with the cross-

power method for C.D.T.-waves is shown in Fig. 40 of Chapter 4. 

d) A straightforward, non-perturbing method to obtain information 

about r.,(w,k") is to analyze the electromagnetic emission spectrum of 

the turbulent plasma itself. A serious drawback is that the radiation 

gives an indirect picture often being the product of coalescences or 

decay processes of electrostatic waves ' ' . Moreover, the e.ro. 

radiation spectrum undergoes some degree of deformation by the radia

tive transport through the plasma, especially for frequencies in or 

near evanescent ranges, such as below f . In some cases, however, 
pe 

the radius of the plasma column is so small that regions along the 
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plasna column (or skin) act as turbulent emissive sources, having non

zero electric moments embedded in a more quiescent dielectric. A theo

retical treatment of radiation transfer from longitudinal oscillations 

64) 
is given by Ichimura . Density gradients may be responsible for con
version of longitudinal oscillations into e.ra. waves and radiation 
tunnelling may be responsible for radiative transport of e.m. waves 
through evanescent regions. 

In nearly all C.D.T.-experiments so-called "suprathermal" e.m. 

radiation emitted near f has been picked up by horn antennae. An 

indication of the emitted spectrum in that frequency range has been 

obtained in "TWIST", using a ten-channel multiplexed receiver with 

selected well-defined frequency bands between 8 and 40 GHz, all matched 

to a single antenna . With a time resolution of 20 ns the supra-

thermal spectrum could be measured in one run, as is shown in Chapter 4, 

Fig. 35. 
An elegant method for the emission band near f has been re-

56) P e 

ported for "TOR-4M" . With this so-called method of holographic 

fourier spectroscopy, the spectral intensity distribution is ob

tained in a single pulse by registering the interference patterns of 

two plain waves from an antenna horn with a set of wide-band detectors. 

A result is shown in Chapter 4, Fig. 41. 

In the region of sub-millimeter to millimeter waves 

("- 50-1000 GHz) infrared and far-infrared filtering techniques with 

scanning grating spectrometers are available. For the detection, 

liquid helium-cooled magnetized InSb-(Putley) detectors or various 

impurity-doped germanium detectors can be used with a time response as 

low as 100 ns. In the linear experiment "TURHE", the supratherraal 

radiation near and above f was measured with bandpass filtering tech-
P® c c c c. c -j \ 

niques as well as with an Ebert-type far-infrared spectrometer ' ' 

(see Chapter 4, Figs. 36,37,38), In the same experiment the radiation 

of the turbulent plasma column near f , and f .(m./m ) = f*, the so-
r pi pi l e 

called Buneman frequency, was measured using a broad-band, logarithmic 

spiral antenna. The filtering was obtained with a tunable small band

pass filter C*YIG"-type), followed by detection with calibrated diodes 

(Ref. 68). The emitted spectrum is shown and discussed in Chapter 4, 

Fig. 32. 

e) The presence of turbulence in a plasma gives rise to perturbed 

energy levels of the atoms or ions in the plasma. One can consider the 

system as a combined quantal system of atom-plasma, the emission of 

which reflects the oscillating properties of the atom as well as those 

of the plasma. Due to the finite lifetime of various turbulent plasma 

modes, the energy levels of the atom-plasma systems are inherently 
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broad. It was realized in 1961 by Baranger and Mozer in a famous paper 

*light as a plasma probe" that the study of line profiles could become 
69) a very useful technique for deducing microfields in plasmas . For 

helium lines the plasma adds an electric moment to the energy levels, 

so that forbidden components (dJ = 0, 2, etc.) become observable. On 

the other hand, the large field at the relatively low ion-acoustic 

frequencies (f < f ., e.g. f < 108 - 109 s-1 , Ê * 105 - 107 V/m) give 
pi ac 

nearly ideal linear Stark patterns in cases of hydrogen atoms or hy

drogen ions. For ion-acoustic turbulence, the expression for the fre

quency perturbation due to the linear Stark effect for hydrogen, or 

hydrogen-like ions, is 
Aw = ~ = (4 ea n/h) (n-2s-n-l)Ea#. >> w . . (3.2) 

n A o ac px 

where s, m, and n are quantum numbers in the ranges (0 < s < n-1 and 

0 <_ s+m <_ n-1) . 
For turbulence near the electron plasma frequency the corre

sponding Au> may be comparable to to . In this case, interesting resonant 
pe 

effects can be expected for the coupling of various Stark components, 

emitting light polarized parallel (ir) and perpendicular (a) to the 

principal direction of the electric field '. The strength of predomi

nant components due to ion-acoustic turbulence, their spatial orienta

tion and the strength and overall orientation of accompanying compo

nents due to Langmuir turbulence can sometimes be identified by com

parison with the results of computer calculations. This has been done 

for the linear turbulent experiment "TURHE" (see also Ref. 72 for 

measurements on the H .-line). A measure of the strength of the ion-

acoustic field can be obtained under certain conditions from the sep

aration of Stark components, as is shown in Chapter 4, Fig. 43. 

At higher magnetic fields the Zeeman effect broadens the satel

lites (e.g.: AA * 0.25 8, at \ * 5000 X, when B = 10 kG). 
The first experiments to study the oscillating electric field 

in helium plasmas were performed by Kunza and Griem in a helium-filled 
73) 9-pinch . Further progress on the understanding of helium plasmas 

perturbed by strong electric and magnetic fields followed in the work 
74) by Cooper and Ringler . They compared experimental emission line 

shapes from plasmas perturbed by strong microwave electric fields with 

line shapes from computer calculations. A very satisfactory agreement 

was obtained with their "multilevel" theory, taking into account tran

sitions between many electric substates at spacings corresponding to 

the fundamental and harmonics of the oscillation frequency (see Chap

ter 4, Fig. 44) . 

From the ratio of the integrated intensity of the so-called 
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"far" - and "near* satellites (the satellites on the violet, respec

tively red side of the forbidden line) a space-time averaged field 

strength, <E2>, can be determined for the oscillating field. In Refs. 

74 and 75 the sensitivity of TT- and a-components for the orientation 

of the electric field distribution with respect to a fixed magnetic 

field direction (Zeeman effect) is demonstrated for the quadratic Stark 

effect of helium and helium-like ions. This orientational dependence 

on the combined Zeeman-Stark effect was used in a tentative demonstra

tion of Langmuir and ion-acoustic oscillations in the linear experiment 

"TURHE"76). This is shown in Chapter 4, Fig. 45. 

Further progress in theory applying to the simultaneous presence 

of strong turbulent spectra at both low and high frequencies, as pertur

bations on atomic or ionic spectra, seems very desirable. 

f) A very promising method of space- and time-resolved measurement 

of the dominant oscillating electric field in C.D.T.-plasmas, but also 

for much more general applications, was presented by Burrell and Kunze 

(Raf. 77). They show that, in a weakly turbulent helium plasma, the 

satellite method is greatly improved by irradiating the residual helium 

atoms with a dye laser. By keeping the laser power constant, and scan

ning the laser wavelength over a wavelength interval in the vicinity of 

the unperturbed helium I (4471 8)-line, they measured the relative 

enhancement of the intensity at exactly 4471 8, due to the response of 

the helium-plasma system to the incident radiation. 

For the deduction of absolute power densities in electrostatic 

oscillations in the plasma near * „ from the direct e.m.-emission near 
r pe 

or above f , one needs the connecting formulae for the coalescence of 
P 78) 

Langrauir and ion-acoustic waves. According to Ivanov et al. , the 

strength of Langmuir oscillations S (u> ) and that of ion-acoustic os

cillations S(UJ .) are related to the electromagnetic power density 

F(w ) as follows: 

pe pe 1<*J 
S(u,pi)S(u,pe) 

mnc2 
(3.3) 

where k is the Debye wavenumber. 
° 79) 

With the deduction of S(w.) from Stark broadening analysis , S (<D ) 
has been determined by measurement of P(w ) in "T0R-4M" (see above) 
A value S(w )/S(w i) * 10

-1 has been deduced, pe px 
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C H A P T E R 4 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Introduction 

In this chapter the achievements of heating plasmas by super

critical currents parallel to confining magnetic fields in linear and 

toroidal devices are presented. Data on plasma states changing by tur

bulent dissipation on time-scales much longer than those of the perti

nent turbulent processes will be shown. That means that turbulence can 

be maintained as a subtle equilibrium between growth and absorption 

during almost arbitrarily long time-scales compared to the elementary 

turbulent time-scales measured in multiples of u~j, as long as the 

driving force, the electric field, maintains the necessary input of 

energy. 

Before giving experimental results, it must be emphasized here 

that glamorous results reached in several experiments do not imply that 

they can be extrapolated to large toroidal or linear devices because 

often the results are very specific for smaller dimensions. It will be 

shown later that turbulent heating of plasmas is likely to occur in 

skin layers of thickness (see Ref. 80): 

6 * ^ C . 

pi pol ' 

Here, > = v./c and S . is the poloidal beta. 6 usually settles in the 

range of centimetres. Thus, stable skin formation and energy transport 

from the sk.*n to the interior of the plasma (and transport to the out

side) should be taken into consideration when C.D.T. is used in plasmas 

with cross-sections much larger than 6. In the results from linear and 

toroidal devices presented here, the dimensions were such that the 

radial current distribution during turbulence was usually fairly u ii-

form after some transient time. In that sense, they truly represrnt an 

upper limit to what C.D.T. can achieve when the current has per^trated 

the plasma. Scaling laws and extrapolation possibilities for larger 

tokamaks and stellarators at strongly reduced voltages and longer dis

sipation times will be discussed later. 

Errors in data of C.D.T. in linear systems due to the finite 

system length, L, will now be discussed briefly. After a time, T., the 

heating of the linear column due to the drifting electron current from 
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cathode to anode is equal to convective and heat conduction losses of 

(predominantly) the electrons. The energy losses reduce the electron 

temperatures and therefore also c = (KT /m.) , the ion-acoustic speed, 
5 6 X 

Consequently, ion-acoustic turbulence can be maintained as long as the 

ratio T /T. allows this instability. Because the ions are heated by 

C.D.T., and the electrons cooled by the end losses, the ratio T /T. 
6 x 

decreases. Heating by ion-acoustic turbulence can continue as long as 

T /T. ̂ ,3 (Ref. 8). In toroidal systems the final ratio T_/T. in the 

skin is not influenced by this effect and might be much higher. 

Due to the high effective collision frequency, v '5H10"' u , 

the confinement in a linear mirror system is not effective at all 

according t 

perature is 

81) according to Schrijver . An estimate for the asymptotic electron tem-

(„ m u2 ol E'S /3 I27 e an o r27itm Li e 
2h 

, 1 9 

\ n 1 
i 64 J 

i = 5*H 

2h 

, 1 9 

t°anV 
m~3 and 

me L °anEc 
T = izr —1 reached at T, * 
e l64 e3 n2 J A 

81) For the linear system "TURHE" , insertion c 
E = 5X101* V/m gives a limitation of T near 6 keV at T = 30 ns, \ . + ch 

21) has actually been found . Without this high level of longitudinal 

energy loss, T could have approached the values corresponding to the 

voltage between anode and cathode, that is several tens of keV. Indeed, 

in toroidal systems (for example "TWIST" , much higher electron tem

peratures {20-30 keV) have been measured. 

Before presenting results of experiments on C.D.T. it is perhaps 

useful to categorize various experimental regimes. The distinction of 

the different regimes is never really sharp, and the features which 

characterize these plasma statrs will be discussed in greater detail in 

<\ few cases in Chapter 5. 

From a practical point of view a distinction between two exper

imental approaches will soon become apparent. The majority of C.D.T.-

results presented here apply to studies where high electric fields have 

been used (i.e. high initial values of g r- eE /mv_ <o , e.g. g > 10~3) . 
J J o Te pe — 

But results on very wea1- turbulence, obtained as a "by-product" in 

tokamak and stellarator studies will be shown (10~8 £ g £ 10~3). 

Fundamentally, the processes are not really different, though the time-

scales over which they occur can vary greatly. 

Limiting ourselves to the high-field case, we can define various 

time-regines in the development of the turbulence. We define a regime 

as a 3tate of quasi-stationary turbulence, dominated by a specific tur

bulent process, for which the rate of change is slow compared to the 

microscopic turbulent time-scales. The system changes from one regime 

to another by means of transient stages, which in some cases may be 

identified. 
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Suppose that a constant electric field, E , larger than the run

away field, E , is applied to the plasma at t > 0. At first the elec-

trons will be accelerated by E_ and a drift velocity v,(t) =- (eE /ia )t 
o fl o e 

develops. When T >> T. , as soon as v, > c_ {= (KT_/m.)*}, ion-acoustic e i Q 'X/ s e l 
instabilities can grow with typical growth rates 

*L - {<vd-cs)/vTe}V ; vTe * < K W * ' 

We consider g to be so large that a saturated ion-acoustic turbulence 

does not have the time to develop. Thus, vd increases nearly 

unimpeded until v, > v_ . Then, strong nonlinear MHD-type instabilities 

can grow (for all T /T̂ J . (See Fig. 47 in Chapter 5) (Refs. 82, 55, 12). 

It is found that in this first transient stage during several hundreds 

of reciprocal electron plasma periods (w_1), the electron temperature 
pe 

increases rapidly (often into the keV-region), due to acceleration by 

E and very effective scattering of the accelerated electrons on the 

turbulent microfields. Typical growth rates are Y__„ * ^(m_/m.) n u> 

very near to the so-called "Buneman" frequency. However, remarkably 

enough, after a time interval, At * (20-100)w~l , the drift velocity, 
pe 

v,, stops increasing and due to electron heating v_ becomes > v.. 

Eventually, the ratio v,/v„ settles at values much lower than unity. 

At this stage regime I has been reached. In this regime conditions are 

appropriate for a quasi-stationary state of ion-acoustic turbulence. 

It is characterized by values of 10"1* < g < 10'3, high electron temper

atures (e.g. T 1-30 JceV) , a high ratio of T̂ /T» (typically 
100 < T /T, < 1000) and high values of v,/c (10 < v,/c < 30). Until e i d s d s 
this regime is reached, little ion heating has taken place. 

Eventually, regime I gradually changes into regime II. This 

transition takes place as a result of ion heating caused by ion-acous

tic turbulence. Regime I is initially characterized by strong ion- and 

electron-trapping in waves. Regime II is reached when the ions have 

been heated to such high temperatures that ion-trapping as a mechanism 

fails to explain the stabilization of the ion-acoustic instability. It 

is characterized by T almost unchanged compared to regime I, and 
3 * V T i * 25? J i V c s * 10-

A transition to regime III will follow. Regime III cannot be 

described unambiguously. It is close to the termination of the turbu

lent plasma state because v./c has become too small, as well as Te/T, . 

However, under certain circumstances the marginally unstable plasma of 

high electron and ion temperature produced may excite coupled ion-

acoustic and Langmuir oscillations in domains of several tens of Debye 
83) 

lengths: solitons . The importance of these phenomena for the conduc
tion, the transport properties, etc., of the plasma is not yet very well 
known. 
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When the electric field strength, E , is relatively low from the 

onset (g quite small), it may happen that the evolution of the plasma 

only partially follows the "scenario" sketched above, entering the se

quence in regime I. This would occur at much lower values of T . Depend

ing on the value of T /T., the system could also enter regime II direct

ly. This may happen when E is smaller than E ,but still sufficiently 

high for triggering a weak ion-acoustic turbulence (e.g.(m /m.) E < EQ) . 

Guided by this synopsis, results of C.D.T.-experiments will be 

presented. 

The relation between thermal speed and the drift velocity 

One of the most important results of C.D.T.-experiments is that 

for a wide range of experimental parameters, following the onset of the 

instabilities, v,(t) deviates strongly from its free acceleration 

value. In fact, as the electrons are heated, the ratio vd/vTe (or al

ternatively v,/c ) remains remarkably constant over a wide range of 

v_ . It is found that v,/c does depend weakly on the plasma density; 

it decreases with density approximately as n~%. These results are found 

valid even in strongly magnetized plasmas (a << w c e ) . 

-*> vd (10 cm s-1) 

Fig. 5. Plasma electron thermal velocity vs electron d r i f t velocity at 
Hg = 16 We for the "SlRIUS"-stellarator experiment (Ref. 31, 
Burchenko et a l . ) . 

As an i l l u s t r a t i o n , cons ider P i g . 5 , taken from the "SIRIUS"-

s t e l l a r a t o r experiment, where v_ i s given vs v , a t 2 <n < 4*10 

and for a magnetic f i e l d of 16 kG (Ref. 31 ) . 

\? cm 
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Fig. 6. The ratio Y = v,/c a s a function of the plasma density. 
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data from the "NPR-2" experiment (Bef. S6, Zavolskif e t a l . ) 
"SIRIUS" s t e l l a r a t o r (Ref. 31 , Burchenko e t a l . ) 
"T0R-4H" tokamak (Ref. 5 6 ) . 
"TM-3" tokamak (Ref. 3 1 ) . 
"TORTUR" (Ref. 26, Kalfsbeek e t a l . ) (the higher point) 
and "TURHE" (Ref. 21, Schrijver) (the two lower p o i n t s ) . 

In Fig . 6, the dependence of v , / c on the plasma dens i ty i s 

shown as deduced from current and temperature measurements in "NPR-2", 

a l inear experiment . For comparison, i s o l a t e d data from various 

other toroidal and l inear experiments are a l s o added (see references 

indicated in the f igure capt ion) . 

As i l l u s t r a t e d in F ig . 7, the measurements obtained in the 
84) 

"TWIST" stellarator are somewhat different '. Although at later times 
vd^vTe m a v b e c o n s i d e r e d approximately constant, the turbulent heating 

pulse is so short-lived that a quasi-stationary regime is hardly estab

lished. These results do illustrate the rapid electron heating due to 

the Budker-Buneman instability in the initial transient stage, and the 

early departure of v, from values expected for free acceleration. 
40) 

Similar phenomena are observed by Hirose et al. , as shown in Fig. 28. 

At the much reduced electric fields in the "TM-3" tokamak, a 

link between regions of normal ("classical") conductivity and anomalous 

conductivity has been experimentally found when v./vT > 0.02 (approx

imately (me/m^)^) . For the ratio vd/vTe the scaling v<j/vTe » 

(constant) B^/mTe
/5 I"' is found experimentally with m between 3 and 4 

(Ref. 30). Though the inverse proportionality, 1"^, does not fit in the 

picture of a skin-like current distribution of an anomalously resistive 
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discharge, the dependence of v,/v on T_ and B is very weak, as is 
33 63 19» 

found during turbulence in many cases ' r . In contrast with these 

observations, in the linear "GROM-3" experiment, a strong dependence of 

v,/c as a function of the ratio f__/f _ is shown ' .It could be 

that in these experiments, due to the very high energy densities devel

oped, extra ionization of surrounding gas or impurities increases the 

electron density at low values of the magnetic field with a resulting 

reduction in v,/c . 
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Fig. 7. Typical results from "TWIST", (Ref. 84, Hamberger) showing time 
dependence of various quantities of interest. Notice the strong 
deviations of the observed current I, from the current 1^ for 
the theory of "nearly unimpeded" acceleration. 
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Ohm's law and C.D.T. 

The insensitivity of the ratio vd/v_ (or y = va^ cs^ o n sP e c i^ i c 

plasma conditions found in wide ranges of plasma turbulence invoked by 

electric fields* E , above threshold values as Eac< E__, leads to an 

interesting scaling law for turbulently heated plasmas. It follows by 

simple algebra from Ohm's law, j » oE, and definitions given in Chapter 

2, that 

an 
Jcl 

= const, y (4.1) 
ra 

where y - V J / C
S - If nov y is a constant independent of plasma condi

tions, one obtains 

an 
o 

* constant. (4.2) 
ra 

Based on the results from many experiments, this is indeed the case for 

widely varying plasma conditions as illustrated in Pig. 8a. Deviations 

between data of the "TM-3" tokamak, the " C stellarator, and the "SIRIUS" 

stellarator can be explained by possible but undetermined differences 

in the radial distribution of the toroidal currents (see Figs. 8b and 

8c) . 
-i 1 — 
Stellarator 

region 

r. 10 

b 

i 

V TM.3 
%. region 

10 

- 7 
10 
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Tortur 
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10' ̂ " l o * " 10' 

strong 
turbulence 
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, <Turhe) 

7o*- 10= 

Fig. 8a. Ohm's law in a wide range of electric field strengths as found in 
various experiments, o and E have been normalized to resp. 0 , 

an 
ra 

and E 
Data from the stellarator "SIRIUS" "TORTUR" and the linear machine 
"TURHE" are well presented by: 
(o :an/acl) * (Eo/Era, . ,.73 (v^v )- (I.73)(.#/./Y • 
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Fig . 8b. Conductivity anomaly Ocon/0 vs the ra t io of applied and c r i t i c a l 
e l e c t r i c f i e l d , E/E • Hg = 16 JtOe, n = 2-4M0 1 2 cm"3 for the 
"SIR2US" s t e l l a r a t o r r ( R e f . 31 , Burchenko e t a l . ) . 
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Fig. 8c. Taken from Ref. 31. Conductivity anomaly ocon/o vs ratio of applied 
and critical electric fields, E/Ecr for the "SIRIUS" stellarator. 
The broken line shows the same relation as given by results from the 
"C" stellarator <x) and "TM-3" tokamak (A). 
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This scaling law, valid for wide ranges of electric and magnetic fields 

is of importance for the extrapolation of C.D.T.-schemes to large 

toroidal machines, as will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

Pending the discussion on energy densities and temperatures 

obtained by C.D.T. later in this chapter, let us consider Fig. 9, where 

nKT has been plotted vs B*/8;r# as measured in the "YANUS" devices
88* . 

During these experiments the theoretical value of the anomalous skin 

thickness was always larger than the radius of the column. The constan

cy of poloidal beta, SunKT/B;? = 6 , f or this large density range can 

also be interpreted as scaling of y with n - * 

E 

u 

•*- Bj/8K (erg c m ' ) 

Fig . 9. Gas-kinet ic pressure of the plasma p * <nt> • n(T +T.) as a function 
of the current magnetic f i e l d , B . , under widely d i f f erent experimental 
condit ions of magnetic f i e l d and dens i ty in the l inear apparatus of 
the "YANUS" s e r i e s : 
0 , •), Bz - 1-5-3 kOe, L = 1 m, a =• 3.5 cm, n =* 3*101 3 cm - 3 , 

f - B z - 4-6 kOe, L - 0 .4 m, a * 2 -2 .5 cm, n * ( 2 - 4 ) * 1 0 u cm"3, 

D - B z = 2-8 kOe, L - 15 cm, a = 1 .2-1 .4 cm, n * 4*10 1 5 cm"3. 

(Ref. 88 , Dubovoï e t a l . ) . 

Important information for the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of the mechanism 
responsible for the turbulence in the d i f f e r e n t regimes can be ob
tained from the mass-dependence of plasma conduct iv i ty . Because plasma 
temperatures and temperature r a t i o s , " ^ / T ^ rapidly change with t ime, 
cons i s tent comparisons are often d i f f i c u l t t o make. In the l inear 
"TURHE" experiment the mass-dependence i n regime I has been i n v e s t i 
gated during several hundreds of nanoseconds af ter reaching the r e s i s -

63) tance maximum , 
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1 
:• 

* 

Fig. 10. The effective co l l i s ion frequency, expressed as the number of plasma 
osc i l la t ions , as a function of the ion mass at different plasma 
densi t ies . From Ref. 63, Schrijver; x: results of Ref. 47, Elagin et al . 

As shown in Fig. 10, i t i s evident that at low d e n s i t i e s the mass-
dependence disappears . For comparison data obtained in "VIKHR-2M" (a 
toroidal experiment with a corrugated magnetic f i e ld ) taken for 

3 kV/m at n 
46,47) 

3 x l 0 1 9 m"3 and n - 7x10 1 B SI are p lo t t ed on the 

same graph"""'""' . The agreement i s good. Also at lower f i e l d strength 
in "VIKHR" the anomalous conductivity i s c l e a r l y mass-independent. 
Results from "TWIST" and preliminary observations from "TOPSO" are 
shown in Figs . 11 and 12 (Ref. 89 ) . 
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Fig. 11. 0/uipe vs E/EC, where E C is the runaway field at t = 0 for two 
toroidal experiments "TWIST" and "TORSO" (Ref. 89, Hamberger). 
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Fig . 12. 0/d.ip^ as a function of the e lec tron d r i f t v e l o c i t y for two regimes 
A and B i n "TWIST" (Ref. 55 , Hamberger e t a l . ) and for "TORSO" 
(Hef. 89) . In the B-regiae (x) Bunenan-Budker frequencies are 
s trongly present . In the A-regime (+) these frequencies are absent. 

The x (B-regime) and 4 (A-regime) data points in Fig . 12 refer 
to respec t ive ly the presence and absence of Buneman-Budker frequencies 
among the ion f luctuat ion spectrum ' . The f luctuat ion spectrum w i l l 
be discussed l a t e r in t h i s s e c t i o n . The B-regime of "TWIST" occurs for 
high values of g = eEo /'mvTewpe a n d 9 i v e s ^ c * \ (n^/n^) 3w • Hence, 
in t h i s work a was found to vary as m?*3 in contrast with the obser-

47 ft 3) fill 

vations reported earlier ' ' . According to Schrijver , the mass-

dependence found in "TWIST" reflects the growing stage of the instab

ilities rather than the saturation stage, i.e. the duration of the 

experiment "TWIST" is too short to make a quasi-stationary regime. 

For the second regime in C.D.T., the mass-dependence of a is 

less well-documented experimentally. The turbulent resistivity has 

been measured during longer times (several microseconds) in a linear 

arc "TURHE" in H, Ne, Kr, A, and Xe63). Results are shown in Figs. 

13A,B. 

The arc diameter and the plasma density certainly change as a 

function of time due to ionization of the surrounding gas. Therefore, 

no accurate quantitative conclusions on specific conductivity are as 

yet available in regime II. 

A remarkable property is the correlation between variations in 

the microwave power emitted in a wide band around the electron plasma 

frequency and changes in the plasma resistance (see also Figs. 13 A,B). 
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The ratio /p/R is almost constant during the entire turbulent period 

for all gases, as shown in Fig. 14. 
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Fig, 13A.B. Recorded s igna l s in the l inear arc "TORHE" in re spec t ive ly H2 and Xe. 

a) microwave emission near fpe; b) the computed re s i s tance ; 
c) the vol tage along the plasma column; d) the plasma current . 

The approximate invariance of ^/^an holds in wide ranges of EQ 

and B . This observation gives evidence for v to be proportional to z c 

the combined fluctuation levels : U f i + efe>/nKT and for the strong 
coupling between ion-acoustic and Langmuir o sc i l l a t i ons . Resonance 
radiat ion near f could be emitted due to coupling and/or decay of 

P^Ort A l t 
longitudinal waves ' . In various experiments, no significant 
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influence of the presence of the magnetic f i e l d on the anomalous r e s i s 

t i v i t y during ion-acoust ic turbulence was found ' 

Fig . 14 . The r a t i o between Jf IP i s microwave power near 75 GHz) end R as * 
function of t ime, e and b correspond to the experiments of f igures 
13A en B, respec t ive ly (Kef. 6 1 , S c h r i j v e r ) . 

Returning to the "general" representat ion of o_„/o_, v s E_/E_ . 
oil CX O K A 

various regimes of turbulence nay be passed along this curve, starting 
from a given initial plasma density, initial electron temperature and 
ratio T /T.. For different initial plasma densities different curves 
could be drawn showing the weak variation of y with n, as discussed. 

Energy densities 

The large power input during the application of C.D.T. results 
in a large increase in plasma energy density. One example demonstrating 
this is given in Fig. 9. It shows the high energy densities n(KT +KT.) 

88) 
for a wide range of plasma densities obtained in "YANUS" . Energy 

87) densities of ~ 1021* eV/ro3 have been measured . Plasma temperatures 
very near to ignition at n * 1020 m~3 can actually be achieved in 

p 

small-diameter columns. The result of heating plasmas by ion-acoustic 
turbulence induced by the compensating plasma current from a strong 
relativistic beam is shown in Fig. 15 (Ref. 92). 

For heating times, long compared to the time for saturation of 
the ion-acoustic instability in regime II (T << 200/u) A) , but short 
compared to times for conduction losses to the electrodes and radial 
losses, the energy balance of a plasma heated by C.D.T, in linear 
devices is given by 

T 

4 nKT(T) • f a E2dt , (4.3) 
i J an 
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Fig . IS . The heating o f a l inear p l a s m column by a r e l a t i v i s t i c beam 
which poss ib ly induces a reverse current strong enough for 
e x c i t a t i o n of turbulent heat ing . The dependence of t o t a l perpen
dicular energy N^ on diode current i s p l o t t e d . Carbon cathode 
and 0.002S cm Ti f o i l anode has been used i n the diode. Magnetic 
f i e l d 3000 gauss a t the d iode . From Ref. 92 (Korn e t a l . ) . 

which can be wri t ten as a d i f f e r e n t i a l equation 

l ^ c F = ö a n ^ E 2 ( T » ( 4 . 4 ) 

We can rewrite this equation as 

3 „ir < * T ( T ) _ 
2 n K ~ d T ~ " 

c
aJ

T>E<T> an 
|0cl<T)Era(T) 

x 0cl(T)Era(T)xE(T) 

and under conditions of C.D.T., using relation (4.2), we obtain 

4 nJt d Ti° - (const.)n/KT(t)E(T) , 
2 p d T 

(4.5) 

where the constant, as discussed, depends on the density, but weakly 

on temperatures and electric fields. If, as is often the case, E(T) 

does not change too much during the time of turbulence, we car inte

grate for a given 1, giving 

3*1( {T*(t) - T*(o)} = (const.) • <E>T , (4.6) 

where <E> is the pulse-averaged electric field. 

When TMo) << T*(T), which Is always the case, and evaluating the 

constant, we find 
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9KT(r) 
n. 

<E>ZT- , (4.7) 

i.e. the energy density scales as <E>2. (See also below for the maximum 

achievable temperatures. T^*-) T h e proportionality is shown in Fig. 16 

for two linear experiments ("TURHE-. "GROIl-4") as well as for a toroi

dal experiment CVIKHR") 
34,87,47) 

• o 

20 

10 L 

-»{KV/m) 

Fig. 16. The plasma pressure, nT (eV/m3) as a function of the electric 
field in the plasma BQ (kV/m) for various linear and toroidal 
experiments. The relationship nT <* E* is satisfactorily demon
strated. 

A results takr̂ n from "VIKHR-2**, (Ref. 47, Elagin et al.) 

• results from "TURHE", (Refs. 34 and 96, Piekaar) 

0 results from "GROM-4" during currrnt and at current zero 
(Ref. 87, Kanzyuk et al.). 
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In linear devices the radial losses to the walls can be made 

rather small by using adequately confining magnetic fields ' 

In deriving Eq. (4.7) end losses were neglected. In practice, 

however, this is often not allowed. A general discussion on the effect 

of maximal achievable energy density cannot be given because circum

stances vary considerably from apparatus to apparatus. For example, 
93) Kalinin et al. have shown that in the linear experiment "NPR-2" 

(length 1 metre, n =* 7*1019 m~3; V „ = 24 kV, B = 21 kG) the final p cap z 
energy density of the plasma is limited by enhanced energy transport 

to the electrodes, resulting from a form of the current convective 

instability (up to 80% at the anode!) . The plasma is heated up to 

T * 1 keV (by the ion-acoustic instability) in approximately 0.3 us. 

Then the current-convective instability is clearly evident, as measured 

by fast response electrostatic probes, and the temperature does not 

increase further, although the plasma keeps absorbing capacitor energy. 

The temperature which was obtained ultimately still scales proportional 

to <E>2 (Ref. 93). The analysis is valid only when eEL >> 2KTg (with 

L the distance between the electrodes) and when "normal" heat conduc

tivity losses along the lines of the force can be neglected during the 

temperature buildup phase. 

A consequence of the experimentally observed fact that y =v,/c 

* constant is that in linear devices the energy density W is limited 

to a maximum value which can be calculated without detailed knowledge 

of the loss mechanisms. By writing 

vd ganEo Y = — = , 
s ne/KT /m4 e i 

we obtain 

wm,v = 1 «U+fïKT , .-|ilf!saÏ2f (4.8) 
max 2 e(max) 2 2 e 2 

1 o pi 

where T.= fT , Using Eq. (4.7), this state is reached (neglecting 

losses) in a time T approximately given by 

o,. m. . 
T * *-"— = -± • - i - . (4.9) 

When the characteristic times for heat loss by convection and conduc

tion are long compared to 1, they may be neglected and Tg(max) as given 

by Eq. (4.8) will be reached. In "GROM-3" and "GROM-4"56' and "TURHE" 

(Ref. 21), this was indeed the case and calculated values of Te(maxj 

agree well with those measured (Tfi = 2 ^ = 3 keV in "GR0M-3" and 

"GR0M-4", at n » 7*1020 m"3; Tg = 3Ti ^ 6-9 keV in "TURHE", at 

n • SxlO19 m" 3). For "TURHE", T * 10*7 sec. 
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Fig. 17. Time dependence of nT.: 1- in the skin layer; 2- on the axis 
of the plasma column (Ref. 42, Aranchuk ot al.). 

In Fig. 17 measurements of the temporal variation of energy 

density at two radial positions, performed in the linear device "TN-5" 
42) by Aranchuk et al. , are shown. It is suggested that the energy is 

transported by ion-acoustic waves launched from the skin region into 

the interior and absorbed there by Landau damping. 

Similar measurements were performed by Nishida et al. in a 
45) 

toroidal turbulent heating experiment ' . Here also the energy is rap
idly transported to the centre of the plasma. The energy transport is 
also most probably due to a form of wave transport (see also 
Chapter 6) . 

The formation of a skin current and the development into a 

smooth current distribution as a function of time have been observed 

in "TORTUR" with an array of small magnetic probes ' . Measurements 

have been performed at densities between 3*1019 m~3 and 3xl020 m~3. A 

typical example of this time behaviour is shown in Pig. 18. Elaborate 

measurements, showing the penetration of current and energy at several 

densities up to 1019 m"3 have been performed in "T.T.T." (Texas Turbu-

lent Tokamak) ' .No gross plasma losses, have been detected during 

the heating. At very low densities the current penetrates fully to a 
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flat profile, whereas at higher densities a skin similar to that found 

in "TORTUR" is observed. 

Fig. 18. The radial current profile in "TORTUR" at different times, 
before and after the application of the turbulent heating 
pulse (Ref. 44, de Kluiver et al.). 

Energy distributions of ions and electrons 

We shall now turn our attention to measurements of ion- and 

electron energy distributions developed as a consequence of C.D.T, Elec

tron temperatures ranging from 102 - 101* eV have been attained. Also, ion 

temperatures up to several keV were achieved. As was discussed in 

Chapter 3, quantitative information as to the number of heated ions 

is sometimes also available. Thus far, the majority of measurements on 

ion energies were performed in linear devices. However, a few results 

in toroidal devices support the possibility of achieving elevated ion 

temperatures, in "TWIST" ion temperatures of 2 keV have been reported 

(Ref. 94); measurements in "T.T.T „27) show a two-Maxwellian distribu

tion for f(E), as is shown in Fig. 19. 
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Fig . 19. Ion-energy d i s t r ibut ions in "T.T.T." (Ref. 27, Bengtson e t a l . ) 
The s o l i d c i r c l e s represent data from a plasma at 2x10' 2 cm" , 
and the open c i r c l e s a plasma a t 101 3 cm"3. The temperatures 
given are those charac ter i s t i c of the s lope of the high energy 
portion of the curves . 

Examples of f(E.) for three l inear devices are given in Figs . 20 a, b , 
and c (see also Ref. 95) . Decomposition of fCE^ into a multiple tem
perature d i s t r ibu t ion function i s often indica ted . Also on theore t i ca l 
grounds (see Chapter 5) C.D.T. can lead t o the formation of a mul t i -
Maxwellian d i s t r i bu t i on . I t i s claimed that the h o t t e s t ion component 

88) 
has a temperature T i 2 , which i s approximately equal to Tg . The r e l 
a t ive density of t h i s component, n 0 (T . - ) /n , i s estimated in various 

30) experiments. In the "TM-3" tokamak up to 12% has been reported . In 
"TURHE" the hot f ract ion, n 2 (T i 2 ) / n , increases s t rongly with increasing 
B as shown in Pig. 21, whereas the r a t i o Tfi/<Ti> decreases to 3 
(Ref. 21). In "GROM-3" and "GROM-4", a r a t i o Te/TjL >_ 2 has been mea
sured (Ref. 87) . 

The second regime of C.D.T. could l a s t for 103 - 104 w -periods 
before the bulk of the plasma ions has at tained i t s f inal energy d i s 
t r ibut ion function. This has been found in several l inear experiments. 
An example i s shown in Fig. 22 for "TURHE", Saturated emission of 
charge-exchange neutrals appears af ter 1 - 2 us ' 

The time development of f ( v ^ by following the Doppler broaden
ing of a helium-II l ine in the "BSG-II" experiment i s shown in Fig. 23 
(Ref. 19). 
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Fig . 20a. Two-Maxwellian ion-energy spectra in "YANUS", a l inear dev ice . 
Curve 1 - n = 3*101 3 cm"*, <nT> = 2*I0 1 6 eV/cm3, T = 100 eV, 

T i 2 = 470 eV. 1 

Curve 2 - n = 1*1013 cm"3, <nT> = 2 x l 0 u eV/cm3, T n = 470 eV, 

12. 1700 eV, a = 3 .5 cm, L = 1 m. 
(Ref. 88, Dubovol e t a l . ) . 
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Fig . 20c. The ion-energy spectra i n o . C U . 
for low (•: nr 2X1011* cru"3) and high 
(0: n = 5X1014 cm"J) gas pressures . 
Notice the high energy components are the 
same for both cases (Ref. 19, Na*agawa e t 
a l . ) . 
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Fig. 20b. Two-Maxwellian ion-energy spectra i n 
"TURHE" - a l inear device - for 3 magnetic 
f i e l d s (Ref. 21 , S c h r i j v e r e t a l . ) . 
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Fig. 21 . The increase of the higher temperature (Tj2) - fract ion of the 
ions in "TURHE" with increase of the magnetic f i e l d - (Ref. 21, 
Schrijver e t a l . ) . (See a l s o F i g . 2 0 c ) . 
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Fig. 22, The increase of heated ions (line density) as a function of the 
heating time in "TURHE" (Refs, 34, 96, Piekaar). 
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Fig. 23. Temporal evolution of the line profile of the He-II (4686 X) 
line during the resistive hump in the "BSG-II" linear machine 
(Ref. 19, Nakagava et al.). 
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Fig. 24. The temporal evolution of the high energy part of the ion 
spectrum in "HACH-11" (Ref. 19, NaJcagawa et al,). Notice the 
appearance of a bump in the tail between 4 and 6 keV, smearing 
out at later times. The bump formation is associated with 
formation of an electrostatic ion-cyclotron wave. 
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As an i l l u s t r a t i o n of the time development of f(E.) , measurements taken 
with a multichannel ion-analyzer i n "MACH-II" are shown in F ig . 24 
(Ref. 19) . 

I t i s of i n t e r e s t to note the strong overpopulation a t ion en
erg i e s near 5 keV in Fig . 24, developing as a function of t ime, e spe
c i a l l y at early t imes . This may point to ion trapping. Experimental 
arguments supporting the ex i s t ence of ion trapping are further shown in 
Fig. 25. Here the Doppler l i n e widths are proportional to the mass of 
the heavier component when various noble gases are mixed with helium, 

97) 
the main component in the turbulent discharge in "MACH-II" 
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Fig . 25. Energy d i s t r ibut ion functions of ions with d i f ferent masses mixed 
with the main helium discharge in the "MACH-II" l inear dev ice . 
The e f f e c t i v e ion temperature of the added component i s proportional 
to i t s mass, ind icat ing trapping in strong waves (Ref. 97, Adati 
e t a l . ) . 
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The energy distribution function of electrons during C.D.T. is 

less well-documented compared to that for the ions. From boloraetric 

measurements and accurate diamagnetic loop measurements in afterglow 

plasmas it seems beyond doubt that electron temperatures up to several 
94) tens of keV are rapidly reached . Direct measurements of T (increas-

ing at rates of 109 - 1 0 u eV/s) by Thomson light scattering have been 

performed in "T.T.T." . A non-Maxwellian energy distribution is re

ported with a "principal* temperature of several hundreds of eV for 70% 

of the electrons and a tail of 2-3 keV. Moreover, from target-X-rays, 

electron energies up to 10 keV have been deduced. The evolution of T 

in "T.T.T." deduced from Thomson scattering is given in Fig. 26. 

> 
« 

500 

Fig . 26. Evolution of Te i n "T.T.T." (Texas-Turbulent-Tokamak.), measured 
with laser l i g h t s c a t t e r i n g . The e lec tron body i s heated a f ter 
several microseconds t o approximately 500 eV (Ref. 43 , Drummond 
e t a l . ) . 

Electron temperatures up to 500 eV have a l s o been measured by 
Thomson scat ter ing in the weakly turbulent regime of the "URAGAN" 
s t e l l a r a t o r ( v d / c s * 10; 10 < EQ < 103V/m) (Ref. 9 8 ) . Hirose e t a l . 
could follow the increase of T with time with an e l e c t r o s t a t i c analy-

40 99) zer in the keV regime for a turbulently heated toroidal plasma ' 
The increase of T , T., v . , and c as functions of time are shown in 
F ig . 27. (In Fig . 28 r e s u l t s of computations are given, to be d i s 
cussed l a t e r . ) 

Measurements of the e lectron temperature at s t i l l higher values 
(between ~~ 5 and some 20-40 keV) could be obtained s o l e l y from the 
X-ray emission of the plasma. Temperatures deduced from X-ray emission 
from a carbon target analyzed with f o i l absorption techniques have been 
obtained in "TWIST"55), "TURHE"21), and "T.T .T ." 2 7 ) . 

The e lectron heating as a function of time in "TWIST" i s shown 
for EQ = 5*10" V/m in Fig. 29. 
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© © 
Fig. 27. Turbulent discharges in the toroidal device of Ref. 40 (Hirose et al.) 

a): in helium. The electric field (E), plasma current (I), electron 
and ion temperatures (Te, T±) > electron drift velocity (u) and 
critical drift velocity for ion-acoustic instability (uc). 

bl 
lxlO1^ m~3, B* = 0.3 T, Vc 30 kV. 

Same parameters for an argon discharge. 
r»o = 1.5*1017 m"3. B^ = 0.2 T, Vc * IS kV. 
Notice rapid electron heating. Retarded ion heating, which ends 
when u < u . 
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u 
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— »pet/2it 

Fig. 28. a) Computer simulations of various quantities for the toroidal 
device of Ref. 40 (Hirose et al.). The early heating stage. Elec
tron drift (u), thermal velocity vT and free acceleration velocity 
(Up) in computer simulation for An/n = 0.125, M/m = 10 F.The 
velocities are in units of initial Debye lengths per plasma period. 

b) Evolution of turbulent field energy in units of nKT /2, where T 
e e 

is the initial electron temperature. 
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Fig. 29. The x-ray emission at different times during heating in "TWIST" 
(Ref. 55, Homberger et al.). Comparison of measured attenuation 
of X-rays through different thickness absorbers with theoretical 
curves for various Maxwellian electron distributions. 

The comparison of X-ray attenuation data with theoretical curves 

for various Maxwellian electron distributions is notoriously insensi

tive to the actual velocity distribution. Still, the results obtained 

agree rather well with the electron temperature deduced from ohmic 

dissipation 

Fluctuations during C.D.T. 

We shall now turn our attention to the observation of the fluc

tuation spectrum during C.D.T. After trying to categorize the temporal 

development of the turbulence into an approximate scheme of different 

regimes, one could hope this to be reflected in the understanding of 

turbulent spectra (or form-factors S(ui,k)) pertaining to these. Though 

very interesting experimental results obtained by the various methods 

described in Chapter 3 exist during various stages of development of 

C.D.T., simple identification in terms of one major mechanism of growth 

to saturation of turbulence seems to be an over-simplification. The 

presentation of experimentally determined turbulent spectra will there

fore be mainly of a phenomenological character. However, it is obvious 

that qualitative information from these measurements can be very help

ful in sorting out what turbulent mechanisms are of importance. 

Interesting observations in "TWIST" during the first transient 

stage of turbulence (before regime I is reached) for various ratios 
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of E /E in argon and H7, and for n from 10
1 7 m 3 - 1019 m 3 are re-

° r 55 100 101) 

ported by Hamberger, Jancarik, Sharp and others ' * . They de

duced from double probe measurements (see Chapter 3) the oscillation 

intensity I(OJ) as a function of time. When the probe separation is 

fixed, I(ui) is proportional to S(d>,k) for the values of k corresponding 

to the probe separation d, i.e. jk| = —r-, s = 1,2,... In later work, 
51) Sharp et al. obtained additional information for the same regime of 

experimental parameters. They deduced S(u,k) in a limited k-regime from 

incoherent microwave scattering from the "TWIST" plasma. Typical exam

ples of the results of double probe measurements in H 2 are given in 

Fig. 30a, b, and c. The total duration of the discharge is approximate

ly 250 ns. The authors found fluctuation spectra changing in time from 

(what they defined as) the A-to the B-regime. The (early) A-regime (at 

low Vj-values) exhibits only frequencies below f . (see Fig. 30a). 

Probe measurements for discharges which stay in the A-regime, 

plotted as low I(u) vs oi/w ., seem to represent I (w) <* —£n(w -/u) , 

which is of the same shape as the fluctuation spectrum derived by 

Kadomtsev and Petviashvili ' : 
c 

I(k) = — anlkX-)""1, when u = kc is used. 
k3 D s 

This is shown in Fig. 31. 

These observations suggest that the A-regime represents an ex

ample of a steady-state ion-sound spectrum with linear growth being 

balanced by nonlinear Landau damping. However, the authors point out 

that the effect of nonlinear Landau damping is too weak to be a pre

dominant damping effect during these short times. The experimentally 

determined finite correlation times of the fluctuations suggest rather 

that damping by electron frequency broadening and resulting resonant 

wave-wave interactions must be considered in agreement with a theory 

of Tsytovich . The damping occurs at a rate which is 8T /T. faster 

than ion scattering and leads to faster heating of the electrons com

pared to the ions. The angular widening of the oscillations with in

crease of drift velocity also checks better with the electron damping 

mechanism. High levels of e^/nKT are present (from 0.4 to — 0.05) 

invalidating a weak turbulence approximation. 

At later times the B-regime in Fig. 30b could be identified with 

the Buneman-Budker instability. Though clearly Buneman-Budker frequen

cies are present (f* = ^(M/mr6 f , ) , T has already increased such as 

to make cg < v, << vT . The overall characteristics of the growth of 

instabilities should then rather be described in terms of ion-acoustic 

instabilities than by the Buneman-Budker instability (v_ < v.). This 

really shows that a simple interpretation (identification) is not 
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Fig. 30a, b, c . Example showing time development of regime B spectrum in 
"TWIST" (Befs . 24, 55, Hamberger e t a l . ) , deduced from 
double probe measurements. 
n * 5*1012 cm - 3 , E ^ = 450 V/cm. EQ i^ the runaway f i e ld 
strength a t t - 0. At early times frequencies below fpi 

are found. Frequencies near the Buneman-Budker frequency, 
f*, appear l a t e r . 

possible, obviously, one has t o deal with a "very non-thermal" d i s to r 
tion of the electron d i s t r ibu t ion function (large g-values) . Even 
frequencies much larger than t i e Buneman frequency develop and the 
spectrum seems to f i l l a region up to approximately f . 

Similar observations as those found for regime B in "TWIST" are 
reported for "TURHE"68). In what is defined as regimes I and II in t h i s 
review, the "TURHE" column gives a "regular" emission near f . with 
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occasional strong bursts of Bunenan (f*)-radiation; the intensity of 

the latter increases at higher E -fields and lower densities. The 

emission registered with a broad antenna (see Chapter 3) at different 

densities is shown in Pig. 32. 

10" 
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I I I I • 

experimental 
moximo o< (V (•*)> 

lor Os lo cm 

max v -s 1.1 x l0*cm s"1 

, . " M « T * I ? I . 
SJ 

_ 1 — • ' — • • I * 

02 0.4 0 6 0 8 10 

Fig . 3 1 . Spectral d i s t r ibut ion of po tent ia l f luctuat ions for the ion-sound 
regine A of "TWIST' (Refs. 24 ,55 ) . The data points are taken from 
nominally ident i ca l s h o t s . The s o l i d l i n e has the shape predicted 
by Kadomtsev (Ref. 10) . 
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Fig . 32. Emission of the plasma in the ion-acoust ic frequency region in 
"TURHE", a l inear device (Ref. 6 8 , Rutgers) . Sol id l i n e : s tat ionary 
spectrum. Dotted l i n e : burst of radiat ion (superimposed on the s t a 
tionary spectrum)• 
1: E., - 40 JcV/m , n - 8 x l 0 1 9 a"3 . 
2; B0 - 40 kV/ro , n = 1 .4x l0 2 0 »~ 3 . 
3: E„ - 25 kV/m , n - 7 x i o 1 9 m"3. 
fpi i s the ca lculated ion plasma frequency, f* - 1.7S f . (the 
Buneman~Budker frequency in hydrogen). 
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The r e s u l t s af incoherent s c a t t e r i n g in "TWIST" of 2-4 mm 

microwaves i nc iden t under 40 degrees with the minor t o r u s a x i s in the 

plane of symmetry, and observed pe rpend i cu l a r l y a t var ious t imes 

(Fig. 33) , show the broadening of the f l u c t u a t i o n spectrum in frequency 

space far beyond f . and f*, a t l a t e r t imes (c . f . F ig . 11) 
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F i g . 33. S(u>,k) i n "TWIST" (Ref. 5 1 , Sharp e t a l . ) . S c a t t e r i n g wavelengths 
2 and 4 mm. Observat ions pe rpend icu la r t o the cu r ren t d i r e c t i o n a t 
th ree d i f f e r e n t t i m e s . After T= 150 ns the spectrum widens r ap id ly 
to include components f ~ 800 MHz wel l above f . and f*. 

pi 

From Fig. 34, the intensity distributions of fluctuation spectra at 

various angles, just after current maximum, can be seen. 
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Fig. 34. s;u),k) in "TWIST" (Ref. 51, Sharp et al.) . Scattering of 2 and 4 
mm waves as functions of the observation angle, <£, with the current. 
Measurements at time > 120 ns. High-frequency components at k ""3.5 mm 
increase considerably as $ increases: i.e. high-frequency components 
have wave vectors predominantly perpendicular to the current 
S(kĵ ) = 106 vs S(k||) - 105. High level of plasma turbulence with 
possibly electromagnetic (rather than electrostatic) instability. 
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It appears that for radiation directed perpendicular to the 

current direction the wave spectrum extends well above f . and f*. From 

perpendicular scattering with a larger wavelength (A = 8.8 mm) an 
51) even wider frequency spread up to f has been reported . One is led 

to conclude that long wavelength regimes of strong turbulence exist, 

possibly caused by a very non-thermal electron distribution (see below). 

Generation of fluctuation frequencies between f and f* are also re-
Pe 99) 

ported in the Canadian toroidal experiment by Hirose et al. . They 

find the explanation in beam-plasma types of interaction at to =* k«v,. 

The interaction is between a beam of circulating electrons and a popu

lation trapped in weak local magnetic inhomogeneities. 

Evidence for beam-plasma modes resulting from the interaction 

of freely accelerated electrons with a main distribution whose average 

energy is much lower, was also found by Van Andel in "TORTUR" , and 

by Strilchuk and Skarsgard in the plasma BETATRON"1061. In "TORTUR", 

the plasma exists in e regime-I condition, and the bulk of the distri

bution is limited to drift velocities of the order of c . Nonetheless, 

measurement of radiation at frequencies up to w points to the pres-
cc 

ence of Cerenkov-type beam-plasma modes caused by the interaction with 

a small population of freely accelerated electrons. Similar modes for 

a bounded plasma were observed in the plasma "BETATRON" '. These 

modes may be of importance in that they prevent runaway to very large 

energies. 

Generally, the quantitative information on S(u>,k) is not too 

accurate, but sometimes useful to support the validity of predictions 
on values of v obtained from theoretical models. For instance, in c 
the B-regime in "TWIST", v is in reasonable agreement with a strong 

trapping hypothesis of electrons in the quasi-two-stream case. That is: 

v * 1/T , T being the short correlation time. This yields: 

vc * u)* = *(n»e/
mi)/3(i,pe' 

During the evolution of this lower frequency part of the fluc

tuation spectrum almost invariably a"second" fluctuation spectrum near 

f , evidently an electron (Langmuir) spectrum, starts to grow (see pe 
also Refs. 12,18). In the first and second turbulent regimes it is 

mainly concentrated in a broad maximum around f . At later times (e.g. 

the "third" regime in "TURHE"65'66' and at low plasma densities in 

"TWIST" , the frequency spectrum extends from f to 6 * f The 
r pe pe 

radiation is very intense. It can exceed the black-body level by large 

factors (e.g. 103 * black-body at T = 10 keV). Examples of this wide 

suprathermal emission at low densities and high E-field (E /E _ ~ 80) 
O IT 3 
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are shown for "TWIST" in Fig. 35 {see also Chapter 3). At higher densi

ties the f -band dominates, oe 

I 
5 
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»• frequency •£= (GHz) ?ïï 

Fig . 35a. The tirpe development of the frequency spectrum of the microwave 
-a emission in "TWIST" showing a power law spectrum p(w) = u) 

with a = 4-5 at lower frequencies and a broadening of a ^line" 
around f = fnp (n = 1.3*1013 cm - 3; fr 33.6 CTz). The dotted 

pe '" '""*" — ' *pe 
line represents the radiation of a black-body of T = 10 eV 
(Ref. 100, Hamberger et al.}. 
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Fig. 35b. Comparison of three successive observations of the e.ro. radiation 
in "TWIST" at a lower density than in Fig. 35a at T = 170 ns. 
n =1*10 1 2 cm-3, 
broadening. 

fpe = 9GHz (Ref. 100) . Observe strong anharmonic 
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Deta i led measurements on suprathermal r a c . a t i o n and incoheren t 

microwave s c a t t e r i n g between 20 and 500 GHz in t he frequency region of 

t he Langmuir spectrum have a l s o been repor t ed by Demidov e t a l . for the 

t o r o i d a l device "VIKHR-2"1 0 7 ) . 

In F ig . 36 the o v e r a l l i n t e n s i t y of r a d i a t i o n i n t h e Langmuir 

t u r b u l e n t s p e c t r a l range (35 GHz < f < 500 GHz; f * 65 GHz) i s shown, 

toge the r with t he c u r r e n t as a funct ion of time for "TURHE" ' . When 

t h e r a d i a t i o n i s analyzed with a s e r i e s of wire-mesh bandpass f i l t e r s , 

two types of spec t r a could be d i s t i n g u i s h e d : the spectrum measured in 

regime I I (near t = 0 .2-0 .4 us) c o n t a i n s f requencies below f = 1.5*f . 

Fig. 36. Suprathermal emission in "TURHE" (Ref. 65, Rutgers e t a l . ) . Upper 
t r ace : discharge current as a function of time. Lower t r a c e : to ta l 
e.m. radiat ion. Time-scale: 1 us/large divis ion, phase I : t "=0-0.3 vis, 
the radiation contains frequencies below tpgf phase I I : t = 0.3-1.6 us, 
radiation up to 10 fpe; phase I I I : t - 1.6-2.0 us , strong radiat ion 
burst . 

In regime I I I (near t = 2 us) s t rong anharmonicity appears wi th f r e 

quencies up to 500 GHz. This s p e c t r a l regime has been s t u d i e d using an 

Eber t f a r - i n f r a r e d spec t rometer . D e t a i l s near f _ and 2f and a t s t i l l 
r pe pe 

higher frequencies are shown in Figs. 37 and 38. 

In Ref. 67 (Rutgers et al.), an explanation of the appearance of 

emission up to the 6th harmonic of f is sought in isolated packets of 

long-lived strongly anharmonic Langmuir oscillations, existing in den

sity depressions, A = ón/n , of the background plasma. The circles in 

Figs. 37 and 38 at f and its harmonics are results of calculations 
pe 

with A = 0.43 as best fit. In the solitary Langmuir waves the bunching 

of electrons yields maximum field strengths up to 6*107 V/m. During 

bunching, with periodicity near f_er the half-width of the electric 

field region varies from about 10 to about 2 Debye lengths. During the 

third regime in a linear device, ion-cyclotron modes were found from 
19) double probe measurements . It is possible that the above microscopic 
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37. Detailed measurements of the e.m. radiation around fpg and 2fpe in "TURHE". 
Plasma density 5.0><1019 in"3. fpe = 63 GHz (Ref. 67, Rutgers et al.). Circle 
are calculated intensities at harmonics for A = 0.425; A = c5n/n, which is 
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phenomena could enhance cross-field instabilities of much lower fre-
108) 

quencies 

Evidence for strong nonlinear ion-acoustic turbulence was also 

found from noise analysis in the linear device "NPR-2" where fast 

response magnetic probes have been used 
56) This is shown in Fig. 39, 
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Fig. 39. Spectrum of helicons at three values of initial density in the trap 
"NPR-2" (Ref. 56, Zavolskil et al.). During the nonlinear interaction 
of two ion-sound oscillations with frequencies f * fp^, electromagnetic 
whistlers" in the neighbourhood of 2fpi are formed. Two groups of 

P-i 
= 24 kV; H_ = 10 kOe; 

„... -, - - --yi r— 

l ines near fpi and 2fpi are shift ing with / n . Experimental conditions: 
vc 
a) n = 1.3X10 

P 
12 "3; b) n = 6*101 2 cm 3 ; c) n = 2x10 

1 3 cm"3, 

At three plasma dens i t ies , peaks are found near f ± and 2f . , a t l a t e r 
times, indicat ive of wave-wave in te rac t ion . I t i s proposed that during 
the nonlinear interact ion regime, two ion-sound o s c i l l a t i o n s combine 
to form electromagnetic "whist lers". From absolute measurements of the 
fluctuating f ie ld B and the time of existence At, the integrated 
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fluctuation levels of the ion-acoustic waves, cf., could be deduced, 

using the relation 

fi 
g2 n^nc 

2V 

2 1 

„ w .At 
o pi 

>5 

For "NPR-2" fluctuation levels £(= ef./nKT) near 1% are reported. 

As was discussed in Chapter 3, precise determinations of S(u>,k) 

in the ui- and k-space can be obtained from the cross-power density 

spectrum as obtained by double probe measurements . Results of C.D.T. 

in a low-pressure helium positive column are shown in Figs. 40a and b. 

In three-dimensional perspective the "linear" dispersion is 

clearly "broadening" when the current is increased from 1 to 3 amperes, 

indicating increased phase mixing ' 

5 

10 20 

»- K (mm-1) 

Fig. 40a- Spectral density as a function of wave number, k, and frequency f, 
at a pressure of 0.16 torr in helium with a discharge current of 
a) 2.5 A; b) 3.0 A and c) 3.5 A. (Ref. 59, Iilc et al.). 
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Fig. 40b. Theoretical convective growth rate, k #̂ calculated as a function of 
wave number, kr, and frequency, f, for discharge condition of Fig. 44 
and ion temperature of 0.25 eV. The broken lines indicate the disper
sion relation, kr (f). (Ref. 59, Illc et al.). 

From incoherent scattering of microwaves near 35 GHz by ion-

acoustic waves excited by a current in a mercury discharge 

(n = 1.4*1018 m~3; 0.1 < Id < 0.9 A; Tfi = 1.3 eV; T\ = 0.1 eV) quanti

tative data on plasma dispersion, growth rates and saturation mecha

nisms were reported by Mase et al. J . The change of the angular width 

of the ion-acoustic spectrum is followed along the discharge axis, 

moving away from the region of wave excitation. The saturation of the 

instabilities can almost entirely be explained by ion trapping (see 

Chapter 5). Oscillation spectra near f . and f in "T0R-4M" obtained 
P1 Pe 55) 

with interference techniques (Chapter 3) are shown in Fig. 41 

We shall now show examples of the use of spectroscopic line 

analysis in obtaining quantitative data of turbulent spectra. With op

tical spectroscopy thus far only integrated values of oscillation in

tensities in rather wide frequency regimes (e.g. the ion-acoustic 

regime or the Langmuir regime) could be deduced. Together with other 

methods which yield details on S(üi,k) , which, however, are usually not 

very quantitative, it is possible to normalize the measurements. 

Detailed reviews of the applications of line shape studies are given, 

amongst others in Refs. 79, 109, and 110. We limit ourselves to a few 

examples and we refer for details to specific papers on this subject. 

The positions of satellites in the wings of hydrogen lines can 

be used for the determination of time- and space-averaged integrated 

field strengths in the ion-acoustic spectrum. The relative intensity of 

these satellites is a sensitive function of resonance effects of the 

T r 
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"second" (Langmuir) spectrum with the ion-acoustic spectrum. This is 

the case when f is comparable to Af =•* (ea nÈ ) /fi (see also Chapter 3) 
pe av 
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plasma 

1200 1600 2O00 2400 
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Fig. 41. The oscillation spectra near fpe and 2fpi of turbulent plasma in 
the toroidal apparatus "T0R-4M*. Interferometric techniques have 
been used for the analysis of the signals. 

a) Radiation spectrum near f ; n = 2.3xJ0'J cm . 
* pe p 

b) Basic diagram of spectrum analyzer. W - receiving wave-guide; 
L - lens forming a plane wave; Mj, M2» M3 - revolving mirrors; 
SM - semitransparent mirror; D - a set of wave-guide detector 
heads calibrated in the working frequency range. 

c) Spectrum in the neighbourhood of 2fpi obtained with the aid of 
a wave-guide interference analyzer and a double electric probe. 
The probe was placed dt the periphery of the plasma column 
(Ref. S6, Zavolskil et al.). 
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An example of the determination of the overall strength of the 

ion-acoustic and Langmuir spectrum in "TURHE" by comparison of the ex

perimental line shape of the H -line with a calculated profile, is 
71) a 

shown in Fig. 42 . From this and other measurements it is found that 

the overall field strength in the Langmuir spectrum is approximately 

1/2 to 1/5 of the ion-acoustic value. The half-top angle of the Ceren-

kov cone varies from 40-65 for the ion-acoustic spectrum. The Lang

muir fields have been taken to be isotropic in space. 
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Fig. 42. a) Measured Ha-profile for applied field EQ = 47 kV/m and electron 

dens i t y n 10 20 3 , i n a l i n e a r dev ice . 

b) Ca lcu la ted p r o f i l e for 9 (Cerenkov) * 65° ; | D | = b | s [ ; | D | and | s j 
a re d imens ionless s t r e n g t h s of the quasi-dynamic e l e c t r i c f i e l d s . 
The a c t u a l f i e l d s a r e : E = D (or S) x E , v i t h 

2Ti oi 

E = _^e 
3a e 

o 

in t h i s c i s e . 

Fa i r agreement i s ob ta ined for t h i s c h o i c e . 

c) S t a t i c f i e l d s on ly : l a rge d i f f e r e n c e in it- and o - s p e c t r a . 

d) 6 (Cerenkov) = 0 : 0 and 1 components dominate in the O-spectrum; 
2, 3 and 4 in the ïï-spectrum (Ref. 7 1 , Rutgers e t a l . ) . 
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Average field strengths in C.D.T.-arcs, deduced from the quasi-

static Stark effects agree well for different Balmer lines as is shown 

in Fig. 43 for "TURHE"7l). 

E0(hV/rr»J 

Fig. 43. Field strength E of the low-frequency microfields, deduced from the 
separation of Stark components in a hydrogen plasma, versus applied 
electric field E (Ref. 71, Rutgers et al.). 

The degree of anisotropy of the ion-acoustic spectrum in 

"NPR-2" has been deduced by investigation of the difference of the 

Stark pattern for IT- and o-polarization during perpendicular observa

tion. Subtraction eliminates unpolarized Holtzmark and Doppler effects. 

In this case, a slight preference for the ion-acoustic field in the 

direction of the current has been found ' 

Very complicated line shapes have been found for high Balmer 
71) 

lines . Another exotic example is the H.-line measured in a turbulent 
72? 

toroidal experiment by Gallagher et al. . The overall values of elec
tric field strength found agree well with those obtained with other 

methods. They can be used to calculate v which may be compared with 

values for v obtained from conductivity measurements. Using quanti-c 
tative measurements of the spectral emission of the "Langmuir" spectrum 

in "T0R-4M" obtained with the holographic interference method, together 

with data on the energy density in ion-acoustic oscillations obtained 

from Stark broadening of the H -line, the ratio of overall strengths 

in both types of fluctuation can be deduced: £f eA fi = 10"1 ; usually 

fi 
/nKT lies between 10 - 3 and 10"2 (Refs. 56, 111). 

The broadening of the central Stark component of the H -line is 

caused by the Langnuir noise. Provided that the central component is 

not too much affected by spurious effects such as self-absorption in 

the layer of quiescent plasma (as is often the case), the ratio 
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£ = tfe/nKT for the Langmuir spectrum can be deduced from the half-

width79). 

£ = 
(AA) -ai in 

* Pe e 

3nea nKT A2 o e o 
(4.10) 

With this expression 0.1 < £ < 0.2 was deduced from the H -line, during 

the third regime of the "TURHE" experiment, for a field strength 

E = 8X101* V/m. This corresponds to È(Langmuir) = 5xl07 V/m, in reason

able agreement with the analysis of the infrared emission data. 

Helium lines, such as for example 23P-53D,F (A = 4026 8); 

23P-43D,F (A = 4427 8) and 21P-4lD,F (4922 8> , are useful for measure

ments of the field strengths and for indications on the prevailing 

orientations of the fluctuation fields. In Chapter 3 these possibili

ties have been discussed in some detail (see also Fig. 44). 

1 

0.1 

... 1 . • , — 

4922 He I A 
— multi-level f \ 
— - Autler-Townes J \ 
• • • eKperiment 4 T 
? perturbation 1 \ 

theory i 4 

i 

0 0 1 " A / 1 7 V -

0.001 
1 1 I 

- 2 0 - 1 0 O 1 0 

ÜA (A) 

2 O 

Fig. 44. comparison of the experiment and the various theories for the spec
t r a l in tens i ty in the neighbourhood of the 4922 8 He-I l ine for the 
ca3e of no magnetic f ield and a l inear ly polarized e l ec t r i c 
field of frequency 1.17 cm"1 and rms-electric f ie ld strength of 
3,54 kV/cm, and for direction of observation perpendicular to 
the e l e c t r i c f ield (Ref. 75, Hicks et a l , ) . 

As an example, the shape He 4922 8 , measured i n "TURHE" ' i s shown in 

F ig . 45 . For comparison, t e n t a t i v e a- and t r -pa t te rns a re i n s e r t e d , as 

was c a l c u l a t e d for t he same helium l i n e when emit ted front a plasma in 

a magnetic f i e l d and per turbed by a s t rong mono- hromatic p e r t u r b a t i o n 

f i e l d (frequency f = f ) ' . I n F ig . 45 components a t t he forbidden 
pe 

line position and "far" and "near" satellites at + f can be 
- pe 
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recognized,which are thought to be associated with the ion-acoustic and 

Langnuir spectra during C.D.T. From the Zeeman pattern it is tenta

tively deduced that the low-frequency fields have a large angle with 

the magnetic field and are random in azimuth (case b of Fig. 24 of 

Ref. 75), whereas the high-frequency fields seem to be random in space 

(case e of the same figure). From the intensity ratio of the satellite 

structure with respect to the central line, overall fluctuation field 

strengths can be deduced. 

60 

40 

m 

t? 2 0 
r 
3 
* 
L 

lA 
C 
I) 

20 

•i 4 0 

60 t 

1 1 — 

He 4922 A 

B«0 95 Teslo 

n e*8x101 9m"3 

a spectrum 

,x10 

Fig. 45. The Zeeman pattern of the 21P-41F transition in He and its satellites 
measured in parallel (TT) and perpendicular (a) polarization. The 
theoretical Zeeman pattern, denoted by vertical bars, is taken from 
Ref. 75 for random high-frequency fields (5o-components and 37r-compo-
nents) . The low-frequency field is perpendicular to the B-field and 
random in azimuth {3o-components and 2iT-components) 
B 0.95 tesla,- n = 8*10^9 nT3j 

e 
E =47.5 kV/m (Ref. 76, Rutgers) 
o 

The technique of measuring the fluctuation spectrum in a plasma 

from two photon absorptions and stimulated Raman scattering in excited 
77) 

helium atoms using dye lasers, is very promising . The accuracy and 

fine resolution of this method (discussed in Chapter 3, method f) is 

shown in Fig. 46. 
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F ig . 46. The r e l a t i v e enhancement, of the i n t e n s i t y of the He-I. 4471 A as 
a function of the wavelength of the incident laser radiation 
(Ref. 77, Burrell e t a l . ) . 

In summary, a wealth of fine diagnostic techniques has to be 

used together with a thorough investigation of the phenomena in order 

to obtain insight in the complicated plasma states during C.D.T. This 

challenge alone might certainly have contributed to the availability 

of methods for other fields in plasma physics. 
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C H A P T E R 5 

A DISCUSSION OF TURBULENT HEATING THEORIES 

We shall now attempt to summarize the results of some of the 

theories on current-driven turbulence. The admirable efforts of funda

mental studies, analytical as well as computational, have led to a 

multitude of treatments on growth and quenching mechanisms of various 

drifting instabilities which make up the turbulent state. Results from 

theoretical studies depend sensitively on the choice of the most rele

vant - or dominating - process(es) of saturation. When results of tur

bulent heating theory are compared with experiments, one must be aware 

of the following difficulties. 

First, a trivial one: A comparison of a particular formula with 

an experimental result can lead to large discrepancies because the 

comparison should have been triads for quite different experimental 

parameters. Several examples can be found in the recent literature, in 

which the authors apply their otherwise valid theoretical results to 

experimental situations for which their theories are not applicable. 

Because of the large variety of turbulent phenomena operative in C.D.T., 

this difficulty is perhaps more present in this field than in other, 

more established branches of plasma science. 

An obstacle of more fundamental concern is the following: the 

irreversible evolution of individual turbulent processes on large 

space- and longer time-scales (space-scales typically (10-20)x\ - time-

scales (1000-2000) *u>-1) and the statistical treatment for the evalua-
pe 

tion of macroscopic observables have hardly been attacked. For example, 

although the statistical aspects are treated in detail by Malfliet and 

Davidson ' , as yet they do not yield new expectation values of 

quantities such as n , dT /dt, etc. on the longer time- and larger 

space-scales required (i.e. typically 2X101* ID"' and £ K 200 \ ). Follow-
112113) ing Caponi et al. ' , a new period of turbulence in a certain 

spatial don.ain is triggered when the resistivity diminishes, the elec

trons are accelerated by the electric field E , until a critical value 

of v,/c is exceeded again. However, this new microscopically scaled 

turbulent event cannot resemble the previous one, because the stabili

zation value of T./T (* 1/20) for ion-resonance broadening was 

realized from the onset due to the effect of the previous event; more

over, Te does not change more than approximately 20% during a time 

T - 2000/w . consequently, another mechanism for saturation should 
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prevail in the following period. This example illustrates the obvious 

need for a more consistent treatment of the sequence of elementary 

processes during much longer times. Furthermore, from the experiment, 

ratios T./T >> 1/20 have been reported (see Chapter 4) where, evident

ly, the explosive runaway of current - after a transient time - could 

be avoided by a large variety of saturation mechanisms. Indeed, for 
114) example according to Hirose et al. , the instability saturates at 

T./T * 1/2 on the basis of quasi-linear theory. 

The difficulties in applying various turbulent instability and 

quenching models, as indicated above, to describe actual experimental 

situations over longer times and in larger spaces, can be overcome by 

using the concept of the plasma state of marginal instability (Refs.115, 

147, 148, 149, 150). At the end of this chapter this approach will be 

briefly discussed. 

A notorious problem in the theory of C.D.T. is the danger that 

a considerable part of the electron distribution with Df /8v < 0 is 

not prevented from running away. This could in principle happen at 

times in strongly magnetized plasmas (co /w _ >> 1) when the level of 
ce pe 

fluctuations has decreased to such an extent that it does not reach 

far enough into the electron velocity distribution for trapping. 

Theories dealing with the prevention of runaway of part of the elec

trons have been worked out by Rudakov, Kovrizhnikh and Kingsep, as 

discussed later in this section. 

Before giving a summary of current theories on growth and sta

bilization of ion-acoustic waves properly, the following two effects 

introduced by Biskamp and Horton will be briefly discussed. It is 

shown in a two-dimensional analytical study and in computer simulations 

that one-dimensional C.D.T. can be stabilized and can yield substantial 

heating when the anomalous resistivity decreases with increase of tem

perature On/3T < 0) . This is a reasonable assumption because n <* v * 

(ef/nKT)u . In regions of higher initial temperatures the current 

increases more strongly than in its surroundings: current filamentation 

occurs leading to instabilities on a spatial scale given by I * C/UJ 

The ions do not follow on the l/w time-scale. Consequently, anomalous 

cross-field heat conductivity (K, « VCP
2) aru* anomalous cross-field 

chmic heating is induced within the original filament. In addition, 

the large temperature and current gradients between the filaments pro

duce conditions supporting various microscopic electrostatic gradient-

driven instabilities which can stabilize due to anomalous thermal con-
117) ductivity and viscosity . 

The curriculum of theories on turbulence from approximately 

1965 up to the present will now be discussed, without pretending to be 

very complete. 
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118) 
In 1965 Ruiakov and Korablev among others, treated with 

quasi-linear theory the development of the current as a function of 

time in a two-temperature plasma (T >> T.) in the presence of electric 

fields above the threshold for the development of the ion-acoustic 

instability. They did so by solving the Vlasov equations, with at the 

right-hand side the term representing the diffusive scattering of ion-

sound oscillations by the electrons. The dispersion equations are the 

real and imaginary part of the ion-sound dielectric function put to 

zero. Growth of unstable waves with given w and k exist when enough 

electrons can be found to build a wave resisting damping effects, ror 

an exact resonance this means w = k«v. Damping effects are linear 

Landau damping by the much colder ions (rather unimportant at low ion 

temperatures; and the absorption of the energy density of the increas

ing noise in the wavelets swept up by the ambient electric field, E , 

by scattering on the oscillations. 

Some important relations will be given first: the real and 

imaginary parts of the dispersion relations for the electrostatic ion-
5) acoustic oscillations read : 

(*) = J2L 
Iklc. 

I i+(|k|xD)-2; (i+|if|2x2) 
cs = 

eT 

m. 
(5.1a) 

and 

YL = /¥ 
IkPv3 

Ti 

exp- kv, Ti 
2J 

mi 

m. 
"Ti 

Te 

V (5.1b) 

where |vJ is the drift velocity of the displaced Maxwellian distribu

tion with |vd| << vTe> 

When A, is defined as A. = Hn 
'2Te vTe 
T. 
1 

'Ti 
then for a very non-

2T,A,) the instabilities grow when vd >
 v

T i
A^ isothermal plasma (T > 

k 
with v . = v_,.A7 = v . When TA < 2T.A,, then instability occurs for ph Ti i o e i i J 

vd > 

:i+k2A2)^ 
1 + [!•! CM 

h -T /2T -3/2 
e i 

(see also Refs. 8 and 119) 

For a general treatment of the instability conditions and growth 

rates for drifting instabilities in counter-streaming plasmas the 
82) 

reader is referred to the paper of T. Stringer . Growth rates of the 

fastest growing waves are shown in Fig. 47. 
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Fig. 47. Growth ra t e of the fastest growing wavelength in a current-carrying 
plasma, according to Stringer (Ref. 82). 
v = v , ; c i s the electron thermal veloci ty . 

Following Rudak. ->v e t a l . 118) , the ion-acoustic instability, for 

T >> T., is initiated after a time of free acceleration 

t * fcacc = m vo / e Eo' w h e r e vo * 3 vTi 

During a time t = — 
m. 

in. 

's 

ui 
, the instability and its wave ener-

"eJ ""pi 
gy build up without appreciable electron heating. The scattering fre

quency, however, increases in such a way that the current of the elec

trons is stabilized at j * - en v . Then, according to quasi-linear 

theory, the oscillation energy and the kinetic electron energy increase 

anisotropically to a runaway state during a time in which the original 

electron temperature nearly doubles: 

current increases to: j = - en 
vTe 
v 

t - me V** 
° eEovo 

roevTe 
eE^ 

rm. 

m_ 
The 

The reason for this is that the 

120) 

form of the time rate of change of the electron velocity distribution 

function with unstable ion-acoustic waves in quasi-linear theory is 

formally the same as that for a Lorentz plasma in an electric field 

resulting in v « v~3. 

After this time the electrons cannot be prevented from running 

away without extra stabilizing mechanisms and the analysis ceases to 

be valid. However, as is discussed elsewhere, other and often strongly 

nonlinear processes - such as particle trapping in waves, correlation 

broadening, beam-plasma and filamentation instabilities - actually 

prevent this. 

Another defect of the earlier theories on stabilization of ion-

acoustic instabilities is that a quasi-stationary state of the 
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turbulent spectrum of waves can only be constructed for t < t , ex

cluding a time-dependent and divergent part of the turbulent oscilla-

rrent a: 

•. ril 
11 KJ 

tions at small angles with respect to the current axis. Moreover, they 

are applicable only for growth rates Y - 1 "= oa~] | — j short compared to 

t . This is satisfied when i e E?/neT < — . Realizing that for the in-o t 2 o o e m. _ „.„... I t E2 e 

m -, % " ' x e stability: E > — E^ , this leads to a condition for E : 0.55*10~17 
i ~" o lm.I ra'~ _ L o 

— n^nA/T < E mj e c 
e e 
mi£o 

, which can only be satisfied for a 

118) 

restricted range of T and n. In Rudakov's paper the simple spec

trum N, Q = Nfló(|k*| - |k |) has been derived for the perturbation in 

the absence of wave transformations, with: 

'*ol = wpi / Vo ; N9 = z l 
4-3z 

(1-z)2-1 
N , where z = cos8 o 

is the angle between k and the current direction, and 

N - l 

2ïï(uz 

m i 

IE { e J o f cu,} 
pi e k 

Nfi actually diverges for 9 -+ 0. 

The spectrum is obtained by requiring that the linear growth, 

YT, is exactly compensated by the rate of scattering of sound waves on 

electrons, y«r for all angles 0 < 6 < •* , so that Y L "•" YN = 0. Each 

microscopic instability event roughly doubles the initial electron 

energy. 
121 122) In two papers by Kovrizhnikh ' , a quasi-stationary wave 

spectrum of ion-acoustic waves could be constructed avoiding the 

growing wave and runaway catastrophe in the direction of fastest growth 

(the electric field direction) by letting it dissipate away by "normal" 

Coulomb collisions. This is true as long as the instability does not 

grow too fast and the following condition for E is satisfied: 

Eo << (vTe/4vo)Era (where V Q * 3(2eTi/mi)
,s when T g >> T±) . 

When the field strength is much higher, a different stabilizing 

("collisionless") mechanism applies and a quasi-stationary ion-acoustic 

spectrum can be maintained due to nonlinear scattering of ion-sound 
123) waves on the ion as has been proposed by Kingsep . He could also 

avoid the divergence of the turbulent noise near Q = 0 (as Kovrizhnikh 

could do with collisions). Apart from the removal of the singularity at 

small angles near the axis, the angular dependence is taken to be the 

same as in Refs. 121 and 122. The ratio of the growth rates of the 
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electron and ion temperatures have also been calculated and it has been 

found that for both cases T » T., or T > T., t temperature ratio 
6 1 6 1 

T /T. * 2A. (see above) will ultimately be reached. 

Attention should also be paid to additional diffusional friction 

due to granulation effects in the electron velocity distribution, as 
124) treated by Coppi . There are experimental indications that this 

effect may be important, since often f radiation is observed accom

panying the ion-acoustic instability, which may be due to bumps in the 

tail of the distribution function. 

Another important mechanism in establishing a quasi-stationary 

state mentioned by various authors and also treated by King^ep is the 

removal of ion-sound noise by refraction out of the turbulent regime in 
123) a quasi-optical way, due to inhomogeneities in the density 

In the course of time it was realized that the above stabilizing 

mechanisms could not fully explain the experimentally observed very 

high electron temperatures (T several keV ) , yet modest ion tempera

tures (T /T. =* 10-100) , strong current friction (Vj/c * 5-15) and high 

fluctuation levels (e.g. cf/nKT * 10
-2) . 

To meet this situation, it was realized that other, much stronger, 

nonlinear interactions between waves and particles, and waves with 

waves were needed. In discussions on wave-particle interaction, ion and 

electron distributions are both formally divided into resonant and non-

resonant fractions. Let us first discuss some of the electron-trapping 

results. Trapping means that a fraction of the total distribution func

tion is coupled to the potential fluctuation associated with a wave. 

This means (e.g. Burchenko et al. ), that the depth of the potential 

fluctuations must be sufficiently large and that in the moving frame 

of the ion-acoustic waves, resonant electrons may have oscillation 

velocities of the order of the wave phdse velocity. An estimate for the 

oscillating part of the distribution function is f * v,/vm f , where 
d Te o 

f is the unperturbed distribution function. Those trapped electrons 

(ions) do not exchange energy or impulse with the wave's potential 

energy, i.e. that particular part of the distribution function is un

coupled from the driving field, E . and cannot run away. Deceleration 

of the greater part of the distribution function, that is the non-

resonant electrons, is caused by the scattering of electrons by the 

oscillations undergoing arbitrary phase changes in the fluctuations. 

With the assumption that the correlation time of the (space) fourier 

components is of the order of the inverse nonlinear decrement of the 

attenuation, which is approximately equal to the linear increment of 

the instability (under stationary conditions), expressions for the 

anomalous conductivity, a , drift velocity, v,, can be derived in terms 
a Q 
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of the applied field. 
A result of this approach is: v = u . tv,/v_ )s. By equating 

V-m v v = eE , one finds: v, = c*v_ (eE0/
m-vTe

u
Di) i with a of order 

unity. Burchenko et al use this result to explain the approximate 

constancy of (o _/a .) * (E /E ) in tokamaks and stellarators at mci-an cl o ra . 
erate turbulent field strengths (E /E„= ^ Tn ~

 10°) (see also Chapter 4) 

as will be shown now. One finds: 

env_ Te 
aan ~ ctE o 

1 (a * 1). (5.2) 
v e Te pi 

This leads to 

o E , , 
an o_ _ 1.6 

a , * E a 
cl ra 

2mT J u . e' pi 

I1* 
(5.3) 

As discussed previously, it follows that in view of the weak dependence 

on the plasma parameters o /a , * E /E * const., which explains the 

fact that, experimentally, y =* constant (see Eq. (4.1)). 

However satisfactory this agreement for the relatively small 

E /E -values is, it can be shown that other effects such as the per-

turbation of the ion orbits - or even trapping of part of the ions in 

big waves - are also important. This is certainly the case in experiments 

at higher values of E /E„ . and for T /T< >> 1 (say E„/E„ > 100; 
Te/Ti > 100)* U n d e r t h e s e circumstances ' * ' ' it can be shown 

that when the oscillatory field to thermal energy ratio, £ = cf/neT, 

reaches values as high as ^ ̂ , 1/72, the ions will be completely trapped. 

However, this is also tantamount to nearly complete electron trapping, 

because the wave speed is close to the ion-acoustic speed (c = (KT ,'m.) ) 

for T >> T. and c << v_ . A merit of the strong particle trapping 

picture is that the theory predicts that a is independent of m., 

which is found experimentally at low densities ' .In this parameter 

range Schrijver measured values of a in reasonable agreement with 

o = <*> £ (0.3 ef/neT )~'. Heuristically, one can show v = (const.) 

U f / n e T e ' V (Ref* 18)* 
Less heuristic approaches to the growth and the saturation of 

the ion-acoustic instability for the case T >> T., under the assump

tion that ion-resonance broadening is of major importance, can be 

found in a number of papers using both analytical and computational 

methods. The resulting expressions are more detailed in their dependen

ces on parameters such as T , n, T /T., vrf/vTe/
 t n a n those given before. 

It is not possible in the present review to deal with these approaches 

in detail. Therefore, the reader is referred to the following 
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references as a possible guide to resonance broadening theories: 
127 1281 1 ?9 Ï 1^0) 

Dupree , Sleeper et al. ' , Weinstock et al ' . Manheimer et 
al. 

13D 132) and Hatori et al. 

Using the dressed test-particle model, expressions for the ion-

resonance broadening effect have been proposed by Dupree. He replaced 

the usual 6(w-k*v)-function in the right-hand side diffusion tensor, 

added to Vlasov's equation in the quasi-linear theory, by an operator 

R(u.>-k*v) , reflecting the various degrees of ion trapping (broadening) . 

Quantitative results perhaps best illustrating the present state of 

the art in current-driven turbulence (T_ >> T.) are found in the papers 

of Caponi, Davidson and Orens ' ' 

As an illustration, it is useful to present their equations and 

results in some detail. The following set of equations has been used 

in the original work (CGS-units are used; results are given in MKS-

units). 

3f afj , "A 9fi _ 3 
9t mj 3v 3v 

D . (v, t) •—•* 
3 3v 

, j = i(ion) or 
e (electron) 

(5.4) 

and D.(v,t) the turbulent diffusion tensor. 
3 

For the non-resonant region of velocity space (w f k*v): 

Que2, r 

— 1 d3k Ê Ê |k*r2(w-k*-v)-2 Y ^ . 
m2. ' jc 

D = 

3 
In the region of resonance u> =• k«v , and 

(5.5a) 

Bïïe2. 

3 ni 
d3k *" jc |k*j2 R.e E ^ r 

H 3 (5.5b) 

R. is a particle propagator, replacing the function n<5(u-k*v) by the 

"broadened" function 

*: = ** dt exp i(>c'v-u))t - %()c -tif • ic) t3 (5.5c) 

where j = i(ion). 

For the electrons D •* 0 and 

R. = TioU-k'v) 3 = e. (5.5d) 

c^(t) is the energy in the electric field fluctuations in k-space. 
k 
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It obeys the wave equation: 

k . ,, L L , NL. - , 
dt k x y k 

(5.6) 

where linear parts are the usual growth(-damping) increments: 

L _ 

Y± " Si"' 
E2_ f 

3 f 
. d 3 v k • — * 5((i>-k*v) j = i,e. 

i?l2 J 3v 
(5.7a) 

NL i>. represents the nonlinear damping due to ion-resonance broadening 

— f d3v R. k • —- - Y" - (5.7b) 
j 1 2 k 

3f. 
it i L 
k * ~ " Yj. 

3v A 

This set of equations,starting from acceptable distribution functions 

at t = 0, describes the evolution of the system. 

Now solutions of the set of equations are reproduced. Orens' 

showed as a result of computer simulations that a displaced mono-Max-

wellian: 

.133) 

fj<V,t) = 2 
2ÏÏT exp 

y 
- mj(v-vj)

2/2Tj) 

remains a valid description for the electron distribution function, 

with the drift velocity v.(t) and the species temperature T-(t) chang

ing adiabatically. This has been found when g = eE_/row v_ *• 10-3. 

The bulk response of the system shows how the different quanti

ties are interrelated (Eqs. (1) - (4) of Ref. 112). These are 

v. = 
3 

d3v v f. and K. = ^n.m 
z 3 3 3 

d3v iv-v.)2f. 

Then: 

*d = " vcvd " ( e /V Eo (5.8) 

e e e d 
d'kvc(it) (l-u/it«vd) + | d

3kE^/jic|2A2 . (5.9) 

«i = V» ev
2 [ d3kvc(ic)(w/jc-vd) - d3kê (l+l/|k*|2A2) . (5.10) 

)c D 

v c(k) 

2 w™ kl pe z 

|k|2X2 |Ê|2 
1 -

K'V 
d-l 

(%tr): 
\Z\\. 

E 
k 

neTe Z '°peneTe 

(5.11) 
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vc = 

3n.T. 
d3kv (ie) ; K, = — i - 1 . (5.11a) 

C J £ 

The equations are quite general and the various expressions tor 

v (k), v,, n (a _ ) , can be obtained for the quasi-steady state when 

time derivatives are taken to be zero. A usual (and useful) approxima

tion of the broadened spectrum is R. = */2A. for | k* v—u> | < A. and 

R. = 0 outside that region. With y + y. + Ayi = 0, the approximate 

fluctuation level is found to be 

cf 3 rT 
3/2 

(T 1) koAD {<Ak)An} ' (5-l2) nKT 2TT ..Q 

e *• e 
where e_ = fd3ke 

f * Ï* k ^ 
Ak is the characteristic width of the excited k-spectrum; k should be 

near to \/l \~l for maximum wave growth. In the same spirit n = 

E / (-n ev,) can be approximately solved using Eq. (5.12) for ef. This 

gives: , » ,72 r 
n 3 6121)1 (!i an V iTe 

1 - - ^ -

o d-* 

* (AkUDk2>£ (5.13) 

(X(4TTC )~ l for MKS-units'.) 

with m = u)(k ) given by the real part of the dispersion function. As 

an example for T^T = 10~2, cg/vd = 10"
!, k£\£ * 0.5, AkAQ * 1, one 

obtains 

°an - 2r-F l0JjEowpe ' 

Such a result looks reasonable. However, at the same time Eq. (5.13) 

indicates how much detailed knowledge of the turbulent parameters is 

required for a thorough test on the validity of the expression. 

The time development of the system has been obtained by numeri

cal integration of the given set of equations. The agreement with the 

analytical estimates is good. For simplicity the authors used a one-

dimensional k-spectrum (seven modes). The results are given in Fig. 48. 

It illustrates clearly several features of one isolated turbu

lent event. Due to the electric field, there is an initial increase in 

v,. The ion-acoustic instability becomes operative and the level of 

field fluctuations increases with a corresponding heating of the elec

trons and ions. The result is an increase in the friction on the elec

trons and a simultaneous decrease in the total growth rate. The system 

approaches a quasi-steady state (v, » 0 * £. ). The drift velocity, v,, 

attains a steady state in the range 2.4 c to 5 c during several 
s s 
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F i g . 48. Time h i s t o r y of a) v . / c = v . (T /m. ; b) E . /n T = f d3k £ /nT ; ' 7 d s d eo ï f e eo ' + eo 
k 

c) T /T ; and d) T./T , predicted by equations 

(5.4) (5.7), for a hydrogen plasma. 

The initial conditions are:-eE £ \m uioe (T /m ) h \ = 5xl0_\ 
o I e Pe eo e I , 

T. /T = T^T, Et(t«0!/n T = 7X10"'', and vJt=0) (T /taj' =0.0375, 
IO eo 100 f e eo d eo e 

where T. = T.(t=0) and T i T (t=0) (Ref. 112, Caponi et al.) . 
IO i eo e 

hundred uT1 periods. After tu t = 2000, Y« + Yj[ + T̂j[L turns negative. 

When the fluctuation level is sufficiently low (after u t * 2000) the 

electrons again accelerate in the applied field until the ion-acoustic 

instability is re-triggered. However, this new period is not necessari

ly a replica of the previous one, and in this respect long-time turbu

lence has not yet been adequately treated (see above). 

The same authors also investigated the time development of 

two- or more-temperature Maxwellian ion distributions. Initially, the 

hottest component is rapidly heated until a saturation balance is 

reached between instability growth and wave damping by ion-resonance 

broadening for the colder component and linear Landau damping for the 

hotter component. 

The relatively slow increase in T /T of approximately 20% in 

T = 2000/w compared with the much stronger increase in T./T has 

already been noted earlier in this chapter. The computer simulation 

experiments have indeed shown the development of non-stationary vortex 
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structures in the ion phase space indicating partial trapping. For 

comparison, the time development of other computations performed by 

Dum et al. are shown in Fig. 49. In this case the initial ratio of 

drift velocity to electron thermal velocity is 1. Strong electron 

heating is found. It is shown that the evolution of the instability 

under these circumstances can be described by quasi-linear theory with 

quenching by the formation of a high-energy ion tail. 

Fig. 49. Two-dimensional computations of the wave energy W, fluctuation level 
W/n Te and Tj/Tg for mi/me = 100; T J / I T J 0 = 0.02 for vg = vd = 
constant (Ref. 16, Dum et al.). Notice the rapid increase of the 
electron temperature. 

When the ratio of T /T, decreases during the turbulent heating 

(e.g. T /T, £ 10) the phase velocities of unstable ion-acoustic waves 

increase such as to invalidate the concept of trapping of ions because 

the potential fluctuations required for this become too high. During 

this period the resistance of the plasma is often seen to decrease, but 

the ion heating still remains very effective. Evidently, other stabi

lizing mechanisms are operative, counteracting smaller instability 

growth rates. When u> > u a, a stationary turbulent state of a differ-
" 11 34) ent nature can be constructed ' , which can very well account for 

observed resistivity and heating rates of ions in that particular 

period. The ions absorb energy by the mechanism of nonlinear Landau 

damping. That is, energy is absorbed at beat frequencies w" - w-w', 

where ui and oi' correspond to ion-acoustic waves in three dimensions: 

U) = K'V 
Ph' = k' •*ih- such that u" * (Jc-k')*vi; |ic| * |Jc*| . Various 

authors arrive at somewhat different results, starting from Kadomtsev's 

kinetic equations (Ref. 10, p. 69). The effective collision frequency 
134) 

derived by Sagdeev is: v_*- = 10"2 (v./c ) (T /T.) ID _ leading to 
611 Q 9 6 1 pS 
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/ T -, 100 \\ 
an e w [ Ï Tei c pe' 

When compared with experimentally determined values, this theoretical 

result seems too low. 

According to iv'adomtsev , the turbulent spectrum is given by: 

ne^ e f ( k ) = ^ - 1^ ; c f (k) = n 
e k 

v,> 

7 8 2 4 T i e 2 | k | 3 i o ' ' 

e „ o 
T. .j*. 

(5.14) 

for jkl << k = T— , and 9 * arc cos o XD o 

(x)> = I d3k (CGS-units). 

The problem of divergence of the spectrum at low |k|-values in the 

absence of a lower cutoff frequency due to collisions, has been re-
135) 

examined by Tu Khiet . Wave absorption by ion-resonance broadening 

at sufficiently low k-values is taken into account. The effect of 

strong wave damping for k < k# * k E ™ (E, = e,/n T ) was shown to be 

very effective. In the region |k| > k» , Kadomtsev's spectrum remains 

valid. The lower cutoff wave number, for the usual broadening assump

tions, is: 

% k» = (<vd/cs) ( V T ^ / m y m T P k 

For T > T. Piekaar ' , also calculated the wave spectrum I r , 

and v from Kadomtsev's wave equations. Taking a smooth distribution 

of k-vectors inside the Cerenkov cone and |k" 

following expressions have been calculated: 

k | * IK' t h e 

3/2ÜT T^/2 ( Y - 1 ) 
[-> * r~~ \— 
k 47re2m?exp(-l)T?0 k3 i i o 

Notice: I 
kd cs 

(5.15) 

e = neT 4exp(-l) o 

2m.^ tl * 

m. (T?) ^ - ^ ^ k 
min 

(5.16) 

(k , can, in principle, be determined by the maximum of either k» or 

the reciprocal of the length of the apparatus). rhis gives: 

/? 
vc " 8 exp(-l) ± (Y-1)2 

\ m S 

T.J 9o (mf) V (5.17) 

yielding (MKS-units) 
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j = -5- exp(-l) — Ï  
a n 3/if (Y-l)2 

T,^ . -m.! 
i l 

T e eJ o 
-i| e u . (5.18) 
ml o pe 

34) 
Under the experimental condition in the linear device "TURHE" , con
ductivity values and heating rates are in satisfactory agreement with 
the above formulae based on nonlinear Landau damping. 

When the plasma conditions become such that the parameter 

g = eJE \/m w v has become very small (e.g. g * 3*10-lf) and when the 

ratio T./T. approaches small values (say 3 * T/T. ^ 10), marginal for e l j e x 
maintenance of a steady state of turbulence, the ratio Y = vd/c

s
 ten(*s 

to its lowest possible values (depending on the density). Formula (5.16) 

for instance, reflects the strong sensitivity of the fluctuation den

sity to changes in y(y+l). Evidently, the solution is very unstable at 

this stage, and with these parameters it is likely that either the in

stability disappears or grows at longer wavelengths. When the instabil

ity grows, regions of several tens of Debye lengths can develop where 

ion-sound and Langmuir oscillations are strongly coupled. As has been 

shown in Chapter 4, this seems to happen near the termination of a 

period of genuine ion-acoustic turbulence, before a non-turbulent cur

rent surge occurs. In small diameter columns (~ one skin thickness) this 

occurs together with copious bursts of radiation with a very anharmonic 

ÜJ -spectrum; during this phase, strong current stagnation frequently 

takes place. Apart from the MHD-type of instabilities which could be 

triggered during this phase , the emission between f and 6f is 

tentatively accounted for by plasma solitons 

For this subject of rapidly growing interest the reader is 

referred to references 62, 83, 136- 140. 

Using the cluster hypothesis one could envisage the current to 

be completely carried by these highly charged many-particle domains. 

Apart from the elegant experiments at low plasma densities (e.g. Ref. 141), 

demonstrating the existence of solitary depressions, additional inves

tigations on the existence of these phenomena and, possibly, informa

tion on their statistics in k-space, is highly desirable. It might 

provide the information necessary to test theories on the k~2-spectrum 

of Langmuir condensation (condensation near k* * -j k. (m /m.) *) (Ref . 142). 

The theories which have been reviewed all deal mainly with some 

kind of turbulent ion-acoustic regime. The parameter g has usually 

been smaller than 10"2. In these considerations two cases could be 

distinguished. In the first case, a moderate heating rate of both 

species, iono as well as electrons, was considered, due to low values 

of E /E_, (typically ^ 10"1). This is the "anomalous" heating in toka-

maks and stellarators. In the second case, the electrons were already 
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heated by some kind of violent streaming instability, and the heating 

of ions (and electrons) with a high initial ratio of T
e/T., also by 

nonlinear ion-acoustic waves, was studied. This initial situation can 

be accomplished - as is shown in Chapter 4 - by using very high initial 

values of g (i.e. large electric fields at low densities). On short 

time-scales (T * (10-100)xw"1) the entire electron distribution is 
pe 

strongly deformed due to streaming. MHD-type instabilities near the 
Budker-Buneman frequency (f* = (m /m.) '3f ) (Ref. 104), are generated 

•* •* e l p e 

with short correlation times in heavy fluctuations. 
The stochastic heating of a plasma by a separate beam is an 

analogous problem which has been studied in considerable detail by 
» » -i • • i 1 4 3 ) Astrelm et al. 

Hamberger and others find that their elaborate (one-dimensional) 

computer simulations for these circumstances based on purely electro-
84) static modes do not explain the experimental results . They therefore 

conclude that the rapid deviation of v, found in experiments, from 

the predicted drift speed in the computer simulation (being only a 

factor of 2-3 below the free acceleration value), should be due to 

other effects - possibly of electromagnetic origin (see also Fig. 7). 
40) For their toroidal experiments, Hirose et al. explain the 

ra^id electron heating of 2*10s eV/s by stochastic heating as in Ref. 

14 J. The correlation times scale as f_1 and the E-fields amount to 
pe 

several times 105 V/m. The microscopic instability process can be rapid 

growth of trapped electron instabilities at natural density fluctua

tions of the plasma (for instance due to inhomogeneity of the toroidal 
ij t 

magnetic field). Growth rates scale as yT ~ (An/n) w„,E /T* . The 
XJ pe o e 

processes have also been followed in ore-dimensional computer simula-
144,145,99) tions 

The influence of strong magnetic fields on ion-acoustic turbu

lence is a subject of considerable interest. In most experiments with 

a relatively strong level of turbulence (E = ef/nKT % 5xl0~3) no sig

nificant changes in conductivity have been found when the parameter 

f /f was varied, possibly because the cross-field drift in the 

strong fluctuation field obstructed the magnetization. Another reason 

brought forward is that t 

tribution more isotropic 

brought forward is that the magnetic field can make the electron dis-
126) 

For powerful magnetic fields Rudakov shows in quasi-linear 
theory that the electron runaway effects, discussed before, disappear 
duo to the joint action of electron-cyclotron and ion-acoustic insta
bilities. The jt :"t action occurs when w - X,ÜJ - k v = 0; £ = 0,+l.. 

J ce z z — 

These mechanism. ./hich are held responsible for the anomalies in 

"TM-3", are already operative at low electric fields. Based on this 
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theory, the following volt-ampere characteristic is proposed as an in

terpolation foi 

critical value" 

terpolation formula for a certain range of electric fields above a 
56) 

j = envj {i + (HEoE2/neTe>* • (v^/vj * • (T^^)} + 

+ *envTemin | < ̂ / n e T ^ , u^/2»^} . (5.19) 

This second term is one which, at higher L -fields, takes into account 
123) the nonlinear effect of induced oscillation scatter ̂iig at the ions 

The third term represents another addendum which is the correction nec-
146) c essary when w „ >> to . v, is the critical drift velocity for the J ce pe d 

onset of ion-acoustic instability. At higher g-values, the second term 

is dominant, and the conductivity becomes independent of the ion mass, 
c 47) 

because v, disappears. This has actually been observed in "VIKHR-2" 

After the discussion of various theoretical models for C.D.T. 

the question remains whether the theories may really be applied to an 

actual experimental situation in a straightforward way. The reasons for 

this were discussed in the beginning of this chapter, where the neces

sity of introducing statistical elements was emphasized. Still, 

in many of the experimental studies presented in this review on C.D.T., 

experimentalists have tried to find the most suitable theory (or 

theories) pertaining to their experiments, to identify the nature of 

the instabilities and the most relevant saturating mechanism. Using the 

theory often resulted in a reasonable understanding of the processes 

and even in a satisfactory explanation of the matters such as the heating 

rates of the species, the shape of the ion-distribution function, anom

alous collision frequencies, turbulent spectra, etc. Though this de

scription of experimental results within the framework of a single 

theory of excitation to saturation is questionable, in actuality the 

plasma state often shows a quasi-steady behaviour as a function of the 

time, being homogeneous in space, while the fluctuation level is rela

tively high (e.g. 10~3 - 10_I), demanding a theoretical description of 

turbulent processes near saturation. Such a situation can be found, for 

instance, in experiments where a linear slender plasma column is used 

and turbulence is excited by the discharge of a fast - high-voltage -

capacitor between two electrodes. By the approximately constant high 

electric field (E > E„a) an electron drift velocity, homogeneous radi-
ra 

ally and across the column, could be maintained high enough for crude 

excitation of certain types of turbulence near their saturation levels. 

This can also be the case for toroidally confined plasmas having a 
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sufficiently small minor cross-section for complete current penetration 

(a < , see also Chapter 6) . 
Ü3 • 

P1 

However, in large diameter plasma columns (a >> c/w .) and in 

particular in large toroidally confined plasmas, where C.D.T. is ex

cited by inductive electric fields at ":he vacuum plasma interface, 

other problems in the application of theories on turbulence arise, 

clearly connected with the transport processes of energy from the 

boundary into the plasma. For shock-waves computational schemes have 
147) 

been worked out Incorporating anomalous energy transport . Similar 
calculations have been performed for C.D.T. in tokamak-like systems as 

148 149) 
"T.T.T." and "TORTUR" ' '. It is beyond the scope of this review 

to give a thorough presentation. However, their calculations wi.1 be 

briefly discus&ed. 

The computational schemes are based on the simultaneous solution 

of the equations for conservation of particles, impulse, energy, wave 

energy together with Maxwell's equations for sufficiently small regions 

of time and space. In his work on the time evolution of the radial 

current density profiles in "T.T.T.", Mascheroni uses the poloidal 

field strength vs time at the plasma boundary taken from the experi

ment as a boundary condition . For the densities and electric fields 

in "T.T.T." a high g-value (g * 0.1} makes the excitation of the 

Buneman-Budker instabilities very likely in the beginning (v, > v_ ), 

and ion-acoustic instabilities (c < v, < v_ ) at later times during 

the discharge. He followed the wave intensity as a function of the 

time, taking into account a proper transfer of impulse and energy from 

the fluctuation field to ions and electrons. The Buneman-Budker insta

bility is saturated by electron trapping in the waves. This imposes a 

condition for the local drift velocity into momentary plasma param

eters. For the anomalous collision frequency during ion-acoustic tur

bulence various models such as ion trapping, ion-resonance broadening 

and ion-tail formation have been taken and used in calculations for 

comparison with the experiment. The Buneman instabilities saturate with 

v * u ., whereas many of the ion-acoustic instability models saturate 

with v * 0.1 w 
c pi 

A self-consistent solution of the equations can yield a very 

satisfactory description of the radial current penetration vs time. The 

results are remarkably insensitive to the precise expression for the 

saturation mechanism. Averaged over time the anomalous collision fre

quencies settle much below the saturation values. Furthermore, radial 

energy flows, due to anomalous heat conduction, anomalous viscosity, 

and cross-field instabilities - due to the local steep current - and 

temperature gradients, could be neglected on the short penetration 
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time-scales. The results obtained are not in contradiction with the 
150 149) concept of marginal stability of the plasma ' . This idea has 

also been applied outside C.D.T. for solving transport problems in 

plasmas which are driven unstable by sufficiently weak sources. The 

marginal stability concept means nothing more than the plasma state, 

keeping itself consistently very close to the onset of the particular 

instability provoked by the external source. A sufficiently weak source 

means that local transfer from the free energy from the instability by 

various damping - or diffusive processes - keeps the fluctuation energy 

(averaged over time lapses and space regions large enough with respect 

to the microscopic scales) very low compared to the saturation level. 

(On the other hand, the instability growth should occur in typical 

times short compared to classical dissipation times, such as the elec

tron-ion collision frequency). In real space and time the fluctuations 

may still be considerable, but the macroscopic state variables, as for 

instance v,, T , T. and <cf> do not run away but settle near the onset 

of the instability in the linear regime. 

Kalfsbeek used for the evolution of the current profiles in 

"TORTUR", the concept of marginal instability explicitly, by introducing 

an artificially sharp - steplike - increase of n /n ,, vs v,/v up to 

a saturation level reached at (ot v,)/v (Ref. 149). Here v is the 

critical speed above which the ion-acoustic instability can grow (see 

Fig. 47); a is a factor slightly above 1. 

The currents in the external circuitry and in the plasma are 

consistently coupled. As a result he also finds that the current pene

tration, the overall plasma resistivity and plasma heating are rather 

insensitive to the saturation model used in the simulation. As expected, 

the space and time-averaged value of v settles far below its satura

tion value; v,j/ v
c
 a nd T

e/
Ti adjust themselves slightly above values 

for which the ion-acoustic instability is triggered. 

From these examples the concept of marginal stability seems to 

be a very promising simplification for solving C.D.T.-problems in large 

systems and for weak instability sources. 
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C H A P T E R 6 

THE POTENTIAL OF PLASMA HEATING BY CURRENT-DRIVEN TURBULENCE 

FOR FUNDAMENTAL AND FUSION-ORIENTED PLASMA RESEARCH 

In the preceding chapters the present state of affairs in C.D.T. 

has been discussed. This review cannot end without an effort to de

scribe the role that current-driven turbulence can play now and in the 

future in fundamental as well as in fusion-oriented plasma research. 

In doing so, we naturally must first summarize the achievements up to 

date. Research ^1 th *. p^at 15 years has shown that C.D.T. indeed is a 

very effect ^e, relative"/ jimpV. method to heat small-sized plasma 

volumes. Furthermore, the excitation of a variety of electrostatic 

processes can occur in P> xl> wider range of parameters (electric 

field strength dr..f' /elccitie^ etc.) than was realized initially: 

the excitations vary from low saturation fluctuation levels (weak tur

bulence) to high levels (strong turbulence). We shall now discuss 

possible C.D.T.-applications. 

In the fiist place, C.D.T. can stimulate fundamental plasnu» 

research at elevated temperatures. It can be used to heat plasmas in 

laboratory devices meant for fundamental research to extremely high 

temperatures of electrons and ions, which may be difficult to achieve 

by other methods. The electron and ion temperatures and their ratios 

cai. almost be chosen at will for a wide range of plasma densities. The 

costs of the method are relatively small. Plasmas can be heated in 

linear as well as in toroidal geometries. However, in "unsophisticated" 

applications, a rather stringent limitation in the usefulness seems 

to be the fact that initially, at least, C.D.T, heats a plasma homo

geneously in skin layers of typical widths given by 6 =/I(c/cu .Ml/ysL). 

Noticing that y = v,/c scales approximate1 y as n 1, 6 is almost inde

pendent of theplasma density. Its value varies between 1 cm and 5 cm. 

This limitation is particularly important in toroidal systems*. Below we 

shall discuss the possible alleviations of this limitation by wave-

and/or anomalous heat transports. In linear systems with electrodes at 

the ends and with homogeneous electron emission this limitation does 

not exist. 

Another application of C.D.T. is that it can b3 used to provide 

a testing ground for astrophysical theories by laboratory siir.alation. 

It is beyond doubt that basic research in laboratory experiments can 

add passively and actively to the understanding of cosmic events. 
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Examples are simulation of growth and quenching of solar flares, 

the suprathermal emission of stars, etc. 

For fusion studies it is conceivable that C.D.T. could be 

applied in plasmas of high density (1022 - 1023 m~3) confined in long 

linear systems, for which axial losses are diminished by methods using 

multip.e mirrors, gas plugging at the ends, etc. Because at a plasma 

density of approximately 1022 m~3 the system length will very likely 

be several hundreds of metres, the direct application of a high voltage 

at electrodes near the ends does not appear to be very sensible, since 

the voltages become extremely high (> 10 MeV). One could envisage 

the use of many sleeve-like hollow retractable electrodes spaced along 

the column. In fact, in several of the linear turbulent devices dis

cussed, hollow electrodes have been used with currents between 2x10"* -
19 20) 

4X104 A, showing uniform current profiles ' .If one requires com
plete current penetration, the column area should be not larger than: 

S * „e2 * 2£i (6.1) 
w2. 
Pi 

at these high densities (y * 1; 6 * 1 ) , witr f * 6 * -^— . 
P UJ v p i 

With s a t u r a t e d i on -acous t i c turbulence the column impedance per u n i t 

length i s given by: 

R n - -S —Ef iL . . (6.2) 
a n L V 5TTC2

£ o 

The cu r ren t i s : 

Tic2enc 
I > - (6.3) 

— 2 

Pi 

and the vo l t age per u n i t l ength i s : 

o I tt j [m. J Jpe Te V„ * n - 2 \-~ r r l u v_ . (6.4) 

Insertirg a plasma density of 1027 JTT 3 as an example, we find 

5 = 3.5x10" m, Ran * 1.6 U/m, I = 4*i04 A and V = 105 V/m, for T e* 

101* eV. The pulse length necessary for heating the plasma to an elec

tron temperature of 104 eV, amounts to a few microseconds. 

Instead of inducing C.D.T. directly by electrodes, as in the 

abcve case- the use of relativistic electron beams provoking ion-

acoustic turbulence by the return current is a possibility and a number 
152) of experiments have already been started to study this . Estimates 

uf energies needed in R.E.B. for heating long columns are made by 

Hopman et al. . 
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C.D.T. also has applications in large toroidal tokamak-type 

devices. We shall discuss the use of C.D.T. here for heating the plasma 

and for its possible use in maintaining a prescribed radial current 

profile. Earlier discussions have shown that for moderate values of g, 

v,/c = 7 is almost constant for a given plasma density during the 

C.D.T.-state. It can also be shown that 

j/f£ • (6.5) 0 * nejjd i/Ü 
an 3m 

e 
With the skin--depth quickly rising to its saturation dimension it will 

_• clear that in one turbulent heating pulse the energy deposited in 

the skin is a restricted amount. In Refs. 154, 155, and 80 heating 

schemes to ignite D-T mixtures in tokamaks are discussed. One of the 
154) schemes is to use a series of current pulses . The tokamak current 

profile should form a turbulent skin layer with enhanced heating each 

time a current pulse of finite length is applied. During the pulses and 

in between, the heat accumulated is transported from the skin region, 

and hopefully a sizeable fraction of it to the interior.Due to the fact 

that anomalous resistance may be achieved for a wide range of E /E 

(see Fig. 8), technically very reasonable lor loop voltages can be 

chosen with heating times shor compared to "Spitzer" times. Further

more, the addition of an extra s/.in current to the confining bias cur

rent does nut intolerably influence overall q-values. The "T0R-4M" ex

periment can be seen as an early example of an effort to turbulently 

heat plasmas by adding extra current to the i Las current . Heating by 

using two consecutive turbulent heating pulses has been studied in a 

small torus by Piekaar et al. 

A number of toroidal experiments have been built and are in op

eration at present, with the aim to obtain answers to questions which 

are of crucial importance, such as whether turbulent skin heating is a 

realistic additional heating method or not. Some results of these newer 

devices have been shown in preceding sections. The coming years shall 

hopefully give additional information from these experiments dealing 

with the raj.id formation of current skins, radial current transport, 

heat transport, and stability of the heated skin. 

One of the processes of heat transport during turbulence could 

be the launching of ion-acouscic waves from tho turbulent skin regime. 

The waves propagate quasi-optically through the colder plasma interior 

(resp. exterior!) and will rapidly be Landau-absorbed . The obser

vation of refraction and convergence of ion-acoustic waves in a linear 

plasma column with a temperature gradient has been reported by 
158) 

Nishida et al. . Other evidence for energy transport by ion-acoustic 
42) 

waves was presented by Aranchuk ' (uee Fig. 17). A very crude estimate 



for the heating time of the inner region is: 

T 

w T c ^ ' 
s s 

with T. and T being the inner and skin temperatures respectively, a 

the plasma radius, c the ion-sound speed in the skin, and 

i = tf (ions)/nKT , the degree of ion-acoustic turbulence. Insertion of 

acceptable values for a large toroidal device gives heating times of 

several tens of microseconds (T./T * 1/10; a = 1 m; c = 5*105 m/s; 

f = 5*10~3; t = 40 ;is) . This estimation shows that such an energy 

transport could be very effective. 

Another form of wave transport, probably less important because 

of the smaller energy densities involved, is the absorption of Langmuir-

type waves in the colder interior or wave decay into a Langmuir and ion 

wave with subsequent absorption. 

Of course, anomalous heat conduction speeds up the heat trans

port out of the skin regime. Ad hoc insertion of effective collision 

frequencies into the neoclassical formulae for K and K., indicates 

heat transport of magnetized electrons (̂ reT
 >y D and unmagnetized 

heat transport of the ions. However, the temporal and spatial develop

ment appears to be complex since any heating of the region adjacent to 

the skin (siy A * p.) would diminish the local gradient in the turbu

lent skin and deposit heat into a non-turbulent regime with a much 

slower transport. In other words, as far as heat conduction is con

cerned, the heating in the skin tends to confine itself, flattening out 

the temperature differences. In recent results from a Canadian toroidal 

turbulent heating experiment, strong evidence for a very rapid heat 

transport to the centre has been found, while the current skin is still 
45) present . The thermal transport rate is approximately two orders of 

magnitude faster than the classical rate based on the insertion of the 

anomalous electron collision frequency of the skin in the relevant ex

pression. The transport velocity is close to the ion-acoustic speed. 

For a wave transport to be entirely responsible for the rapid 

flattening of the pressure profile a fluctuation level f, = 10~? is 

required. Further studies to elucidate the mechanism responsible for 

this effect are in progress. 

The possibility of destruction of the current skin profile 

during i^ating, due to instabilities by gradients in the current den

sity and/or temperature, is probably more important. Various high-fre

quency (m *"• u .) and low-frequency modes (<A> <'. il .) have been discussed 
159 

by McBride et al. ' in connection with the problem of current pene
tration in different tokamak devices. 
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In future, the stability of large current-carrying skins should 

be studied, comparing the appearance of instabilities with the thres

holds predicted. As yet, the experimental material available is too 

limited for definitive statements. If one applies the stability crite

ria discussed in Ref. 159 to the turbulent skin layer, it can be shown 

that microinstabilities of the type labeled in Table II, are rather 

unlikely to occur. It was concluded that also for fast current rise low-

density tokamaks, the skin current was affected by other causes. 

A number of other microscopic and/or MHD-type instabilities 

could threaten the stable accumulation of heating in a peripheral skin 

layer. However, such a disruption need not be disastrous for such a 

heating scheme. Perhaps it might favourably help to transport heat to 

the interior while at the same time a turbulent condition is maintained 

in the skin. A change of the current profile from a skin-type into a 

more uniform one leads to a decrease of the poloidal magnetic energy 

CjL .1^) when the poloidal flux (L ,1 ) is conseived during the transi

tion and is therefore favourable. Such a rapid transition can be seen 

in Fig. 18 (Chapter 4, Ref. 44). However, the author does not wish to 

suggest that instabilities could not lead to a rapid loss of plasma 

energy. 

An estimate of the importance of unimpeded energy loss due to 

the drift-dissipative instability leads to a condition for stability: 

Te^/(a
2B) < 6*105 Y , (6.6) 

(T in eV; B in tesla; a is the small torus radius). 

This instability could be rather critical at high temperatures (for 

example a * 1 m; T _> 10 keV) . 

The current-convective instability (growth rate: y * (E /B) (A/a) , 

A being the aspect ratio) turns out to be rather harmless when compar

ing the gain (a E2) to the loss rate (nT y ). For these losses to be 

unimportant it is required that: 

6xl05 yTe* >> A/(aB) (6.7) 

(e.g. T - 101* eV, A = 3, a = lm, y = 2, B = 5 tesla, shows Eq. (6.7) 

to be amply satisfied). 

Magnetic disruptive instabilities could be harmful in C.D.T. 

They might be enhanced by the possible filamentary nature of the tur

bulent current in the skin 1 6 ° ' 1 6 1 ) . 

We shall briefly discuss the effects of anomalous heat conduc

tion. As has been shown in previous chapters, the effective collision 
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frequency depends strongly on the degree of turbulence. If, as an ap

proximation, \j = 0.3(W/nKT)u is used, its range is reflected in the 

power uependence of W/nKT ^ ^d^Te'"' w n e r e a can be a s n i 9 n as 8 a t 

low electric fields, while v,/v_ << 1. r~o appreciate whether plasma 

species in the skin layer are magnetized or not* the instantaneous 

values of w -/v- and w /v have to be compared with 1. Usually the 

turbulent electrons have to be treated as being magnetized. For the 

ions this completely depends on the degree of turbulence: during very 

weak turbulence v is relatively low and the ions are magnetized. 

Another complication associated with the same variability of v is 

whether the species undergo a banana-type or a Pfirsch-Schlüter-type 

of diffusion: the effective mean free path, L f~ = vd^u ' n a s to ^e 

compered with the plasma radius. Neglecting toroidal effects, a rough 

estimate for the diffusive broadening velocity of the skin is given by: 
nKT 

u ss t 5 being the skin depth. This leads to the following re-
aiB

26 

quirement on the length f the heating pulse, xtt, for the broadening H' 
to be unimportant (T HU- - 5) 

r»K 0 ® jl' Te« 
where v is the Alfvén speed. For B-, = 5 tesla, v = 107 m/s, 

a 1 © 

v = 7*10G m/s, (n„ = 1020 n~3) f = \, y » 2, m,/in = 4.5*103, one 

finds i„ < 2*107 Teff* In aj* experiment with electric fields T f f *10"
8 

sec and therefore T„ < 0.2 sec. From this it appears that the effect of 

anomalous diffusion on the broadening of the skin can be neglected. 

The effect of heat transport out of the skin by ions which are 

scattered by turbulent fluctuations can also be estimated. Generally, 

the ions are not magnetized inside the skin layer (wci/v < 1) . Temper

ature differences within the skin a"e likely to be flattened. Because 

the region of thickness p. (the ion gyration radius) adjacent to the 

turbulent layer has a "normal" small heat conduction, the heating in 

the skin tends to remain localized. For these reasons it is concluded 

that in a heating scheme of repeated pulses superimposed on a bias 

current, the time interval between consecutive pulses should be chosen 

sufficiently long for transport by normal heat conduction to avoid 

buildup of unacceptable temperature gradients. 

Tokamaks often have very limited access to the torus. Besides 

that, they can have a high-density gas interface between plasma and 

liner (limiter). Current-driven turbulence, forming peripheral skins, 

may perhaps be applied to tailor the radial current and temperature 

profiles. This broadening (or even inversion) of the current =»nd 
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temperature profiles may allow the use of higher currents in the centre, 

avoiding current peaking and superheating near the axis. 

With this review the author has tried to present a compilation 

of experimental and theoretical research activities in current-driven 

turbulence in plasmas performed all over the world during almost 

17 years. It seems that a great many interesting plasma phenomena -

sometimes only partially understood - have crossed the researcher's way. 

The author hopes that these encounters may enhance further basic 

plasma research. Moreover, he hopes thrt, as a support to fusion-ori

ented research, the heating results obtained will be interesting 

enough to stimulate a further exploitation of current-driven turbulence 

to heat larger confinement devices. 

-)1 
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